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1. GLOBAL LOCAL introduction 

Growth in technology, coupled with increased global competition, has placed enormous 

pressure on Europe’s traditional industrial base and labour market over the last 40 years. 

Indeed, many areas have seen a massive decline in industrial activity, as factories have been 

forced to close or production scaled back. Coupled with the economic crisis still felt across 

Europe, this has led to increases in unemployment and a growth in skills mismatches, as workers 

struggle to find new jobs in the changing local economy.     

Where previous generations have traditionally followed a linear career path based within a small 

local area, today young people are directed towards lifelong learning and mobility, with an 

estimated 10-20 transition points during their careers. A key part of transition is preparing for 

training and employment opportunities that may be outside local areas, however this is 

particularly problematic for certain young people, as they need earlier intervention whilst at 

school to understand the implications of staying home vs moving away. 

Global Local uses game based technology for school students during career education, in 

particular the project will explore geographical mobility in a way which aims to aid efforts across 

Europe to widen participation of disadvantaged groups in FE, HE and mobility programmes. It 

will take a back to basics approach to motivating and encouraging young people to look outside 

their (often quite small) local areas for education, training and work opportunities. 

 Widening participation and mobility has long been on agenda for many FE and HE institutions, 

however there is little available in terms of supporting school students specifically with barriers 

to moving away from home to take up such HE/FE courses. The impact of this on young people 

means that some may never have the opportunity to reach FE or HE and thus take an 

opportunity internationally, thus the equality gap widens for those whose aspirations are 

confined to a particular postcode where they fail to see any prospects. 

Indeed many teachers working in disadvantaged areas simply dismiss participation in mobility 

programmes as unsuitable for their students, since even encouraging them to travel to the next 

city presents a major challenge. Such attitudes usurp any of the career development, confidence 

building and growth opportunities of mobility, failing to acknowledge it as a key part of transition 
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for all students. This can have a particularly great impact on young people considering their 

options for further education and future careers. 

 Preparing school students for Further or Higher Education requires developing their readiness 

to move away from home; so that the full range of training and employment opportunities is 

available to them when they reach key transition points. Teachers and career professionals in 

school need support in addressing the issue from an early stage; to enable them to inform both 

the young people and their main influencers (parents etc.) of the personal and professional 

benefits of being able to thrive in another city, region or potentially another country. A step-by-

step approach is needed to guide young people through different degrees of mobility, from 

going to the next city for an FE Open Day to eventually taking part in an Erasmus exchange. 

 

To achieve the project’s aims, Global Local looks to engage with two main target groups: 

education and career professionals and the young people they work with. In terms of young 

people, the project will develop resources for them to use independently which both provide a 

new, challenging dimension to their learning and help them to better understand the potential 

career options open to them in the future.   

Whilst the project looks to produce an approach that can be used in a variety of locations across 

Europe, each region faces a unique set of problems, the issue of post-industrial decline and the 

impact it has had on student’s attitudes is one which stretches across Europe. Thus, the project 

has been developed transnationally to both produce an innovative regional solution in several 

European countries and develop a transferable and tested approach which can be used across 

the continent to tackle these issues 

Alongside this, the project will look to develop support tools for education and guidance 

professionals which help to improve these practitioners’ skills and confidence when it comes to 

engaging with digital resources and promoting outward mobility (regionally, nationally and 

internationally). This will have a positive impact on the quality of teaching, helping to improve 

the impact of guidance sessions on students’ overall aspirations and learning outcomes. 

Global Local embraces open and innovative digital advancements, in particular, in the use of 

game-based learning, to develop an interactive tool which allows young people to immerse 

themselves in mobility in a way they never have before, all in the safety of the school 

environment. This will include engaging with different ways of overcoming barriers to mobility 
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(e.g. finances, transportation, social/emotional). It will also offer a fresh perspective and an 

entry point into discussions around broadening horizons and raising aspirations more generally 

– either by understanding local, regional, national or international labour markets (e.g. how) or 

looking at the benefits of mobility in terms of self-confidence and personal development. 

These interactive games will be complemented by a series of offline resources (e.g. case studies, 

best practices, lesson plans, media, guidelines for engaging with parents etc.), which will both 

add value to the learning process and make sure that project resources can be used in a variety 

of contexts. The experiences of developing these tools will also feed into a teacher toolkit, which 

will be designed to allow education and career professionals from across Europe to both make 

the most of the project’s outputs in a blended learning approach with young people, and 

understand how they can develop similar resources in their own context. 

The focus of project outputs will be on positively engaging with the idea of travel and mobility 

as a key part of career transitions. The project will challenge stereotypes and attitudes (I/our 

students/child would never leave my/their postcode) and, as a result, young people will be both 

more confident about employment opportunities outside of their local areas and be better 

informed to make career and education decisions that may involve moving to another city, 

region or country. 

In order to address the above-mentioned challenges and to promote mobility among the most 

needy and/or socially excluded groups, GLOBAL LOCAL has developed four innovative products 

(Intellectual Outputs): 

● IO1. Global Local Charter and e-Book of best Practices: This output will develop a Global 

Local Charter which will set out the mínimum requirements that schools should meet in 

order to consider themselves good in encouraging students to take up opportunities 

outside their local area. Schools need to reach out to a broad spectrum of students and 

services, and so this bottom-up approach makes developing career education which 

addresses all the needs of students and the issues that they encounter difficult around 

transitions. 

● IO2. Global Local Online Game – Concept and Contents Creation: The findings from O1, 

developed through intensive research, will be used as the foundation on which to 

develop the curriculum and content for the game. 

● IO3. Global Local Interactive Game – Technical Build: The game will be developed so 

that it can be used across a variety of devices, with particular attention on enabling a 
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seamless integration between the game and the outputs developed during O4. The final 

decision on the methods through which the game will be accessed (via iOS, Android, 

web-based etc.) and the types of specific technology it will use will come in the technical 

specification. They will be chosen based on the highest perceived impact on the target 

group. 

● IO4. Global Local Teacher Toolkit: This paper will focus entirely on the IO4.  

The project will look to support teachers in breaking down the barriers of mobility - financial, 

emotional, social, cultural - to offer a step-by-step blended learning programme that introduces 

the prospect of moving away from home well before the student’s reach key transition points. 

This will be achieved through the manner in which the GLOBAL LOCAL resource will be designed, 

as it will illustrate the progression of learners through different levels of mobility (local, regional, 

national and international) and the associated long-term career benefits. This will be of 

particular use to the low skilled, as it will provide them with concrete.  

examples and longer term preparation in pursuing further opportunities in their future career. 

 

The European entities involved in this project are the following: 

● Instituto Para El Fomento Del Desarrollo Y La Formacion (INFODEF) in Spain is a private 
and independent centre for Research, Development and Innovation who design and 
deliver projects that contribute to sustainable and inclusive development through 
education, culture and innovation. 

● The Aspire-igen group is the largest careers and training organisation in the Yorkshire 
region in the UK. The group is a not-for-profit social enterprise with 22 years’ experience 
of supporting young people and adults into employment. The group supports social 
inclusion and regeneration by providing a range of guidance and training services. 

● The Coopérative d’Initiative Jeunes is a cooperative of activities and employment 
dedicated to the accompaniment of young people. It offers all young people who wish 
to become entrepreneurs, a space for work, means, resources and training, favourable 
to their commitment to the development of an activity, while at the same time initiating 
them into the democratic management of a company.  

● The Business Foundation for Education (BFE) is a Bulgarian non-government 
organization. Its mission is to facilitate the development of civil society through 
initiatives that enhance human resource competitiveness and contribute to economic 
development and prosperity. BFE is a recognized leader in the field of lifelong learning 
and career guidance in Bulgaria. Its initiatives gave a large impetus for the development 
of the career guidance system in the country and raise the awareness of all stakeholders 
and the general public about the benefits of lifelong guidance for all generations. 
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● The National Center for Policies and Evaluation in Education în Romania is a specialized 
body of the central public administration, with legal personality, subordinated to the 
Ministry of Education. The National Center for Policies and Evaluation in Education aims 
to support educational policies based on scientific research, scientific coordination of 
the development and periodic review of national curriculum components, coordination 
of school textbooks and teaching aids, and scientific and professional coordination of 
the national evaluation system and examination in pre-university education. 
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2. Guide introduction 
 

This output will develop a practitioner toolkit which will support education and guidance 

professionals to develop their skills and maximise the impact of the project’s other resources. 

To do this, the output will develop two complementary elements for inclusion in the toolkit. The 

first will focus on practical guides for professionals on how to embed the topic of mobility within 

their career education work. It will include a user guide to the project’s own game, as well as 

more general guides for example, supporting specific groups - e.g. low income families, people 

with disabilities, addressing specific religious/cultural barriers, engaging with parents/other 

teaching staff/widening participation teams, embedding the topic of mobility more widely in the 

curriculum etc. The practical guides will be based around the findings of the Charter in IO1. 

The second element will produce a 'Broadening Horizons’ resource pack. This will add 

supplementary information, tools and resources to build on the impact of the game. This will be 

achieved through the production of Labour Market and Skills Information (LMSI) content with a 

geographic focus, which will allow young people to further develop their knowledge around the 

potential employment opportunities outside their local area. This will include job profiles, 

training routes and industry factsheets, all of which will ensure that young people are enthusiast 

about the potential benefits of a wide range of opportunities beyond their local area. To 

maintain the project’s link between geographies, these skills profiles will include a comparison 

with jobs in the local area, highlighting the differences in labour markets. 
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3. Student mobility in several European countries 
 

Global Local Charter and e-Book of best Practice (IO1) explain in detail how mobility and social 

exclusion are related in the partner countries. Following, you can see a brief summary about 

that. However, if you need more information, please, see this link.  

In the United Kingdom, the Government supports outward mobility through its student finance 

offer. A student may, for example, be eligible for maintenance loan and or tuition fee loan 

support if studying abroad, provided that they are attending a university abroad for at least half 

of each academic term. Students undertaking a work placement abroad may also be eligible for 

support. Many higher education providers also offer opportunities for student mobility through 

bilateral exchange programmes, which they run with partner institutions worldwide.  

In addition, The UK Government also supported outward student mobility through the Erasmus+ 

fee waiver, under which students leaving the UK to study abroad under the Erasmus+ (or a 

similar) programme were not charged fees by the welcoming institution. However, the UK left 

the EU on 31 January 2020 and has withdrawn from the Erasmus scheme, while the UK 

Government has committed £100 million pounds to the Turing scheme, a study and work abroad 

programme set to replace its participation in Erasmus+ beginning September 2021. The new 

scheme will also target students from disadvantaged backgrounds and areas which did not 

previously have many students benefiting from Erasmus+, making life-changing opportunities 

accessible to everyone across the country.  

In Spain, the educational system is very committed to the European and international dimension 

of education. The Ministry of Education and Vocational Training (MEFP), in collaboration with 

the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, European Union and Cooperation and the Cervantes Institute, 

provide students with the opportunity to study, work and/or teach abroad, in addition to 

European Union mobility programmes, such as Erasmus+ or Erasmus Mundus. Spain currently 

participates in the following bilateral agreements to promote students’ mobility:  
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●  Fulbright scholarships with the USA for Master and PhD students. 

● Conversation assistants’ scholarships for higher education students  

● MAEC-AECID grants for art, education, science and culture 

In addition, the Youth Programme is designed to promote the social and labour market 

integration of young Spanish people (under 35 years of age) resident abroad. 

France has also been an enabler of student mobility for a long time, being identified in 2019 as 

the leading country of origin of students on mobility in Europe. The two main factors to mobility 

access in France are the educational pathway and the social environment. Even though there is 

willingness from the authorities to develop mobility programmes for pupils, schools, VET 

organisations and higher education, mobility is still not equally accessible to all young people 

within the country.   

Meanwhile in Romania, international mobility programmes are focused on Higher Education 

and Vocational Education and Training. University, secondary upper education, and post-

secondary education students are offered the possibility to travel for studies or traineeships and 

cultural exchanges in all EU member states through programmes such as: 

● Erasmus+  

● EEA Grants: travel for studies 

● Partnerships with host countries or direct youth applications  

Also in Bulgaria, youth mobility is becoming increasingly widespread. More and more schools, 

universities and non-government organizations are realizing the benefits of this activity and are 

developing creative projects that promote and realize youth mobility. 
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4. Practical guides for teachers on integrating 

mobility in the education 
 

In the following, several specific guides will be presented to help teachers integrate mobility 

into their educational practice. These guides are aimed at improving the mobility of students 

with low-income families, students with disabilities, breaking down religious and/or cultural 

barriers and fostering cooperative work between family-school. On the other hand, a guide on 

how to use the game (IO3) in the classroom is also presented. https://globallocaleu.net/ 

4.1. Global Local Interactive Game Guide 
 

What is Global Local Role Play Game (RPG)? 

Global Local RPG (Role Play Game) is a game intended to: 

● Improve awareness of mobility  

● Identify barriers and challenge stereotypes to mobility 

● increase interest and motivation for mobility 

The game is set on an island with four scenarios (levels) that must be completed: 

● The Town - “What is mobility?”  

● The Dark Forest - “Barriers to mobility” 

● The Bridge - “Skills for mobility” 

● The Castle - “Preparing for mobility” 

Global Local Website: 

● https://globallocaleu.net/ 

System requirements 

PC: 

● Any recent Intel or AMD based computer 
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● Windows 7 or later operating system 

Mac: 

● Any recent Apple Mac desktop or laptop 

● MacOS 10 or later operating system 

Web: 

● Most up to date browsers  

● Depending on the computer and browser configuration it might be necessary to try 

another browser   

Game map 

Travel across the Island, completing missions and learning about the principles of mobility. 

 

 

How to Play – Controls 

Arrow Keys 

● Walk – Use shift key at the same time as arrow keys to run. 

● Choose menu option. 

Space Bar 

● Use/select an item in menus and in the game. 
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Escape Key 

● Show/leave menus. 

How To Play – Start The Game 

Start the game by double clicking the game’s icon or its link if running the web version. 

 

How To Play – Main menu 

New game: Start a new game 

 

Options: Change main volume, music 
volume and language 

 
 

Continue: Open a previously saved 
game and continue to play 

Exit game: Exits the game 
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Use the Escape key to open the in-game 
menu (and close it) 

 
 

Options: Change main volume, music 
volume and language 

 
 

Item: See page 12 
 

 
 

Exit game: Exit To Title (main menu) or 
Cancel and return to game 

 

 

How to Play – Choose your character 

Use direction keys and the space bar to choose your character: 
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Select Yes to confirm your choice or No to choose another character 

 

 

How To Play – Start Your Journey 

Use direction keys to walk around the island. The first quests are in The Town. 
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How to Play – The Town 

Follow the instructions provided by The Town’s inhabitants to complete the quests.  

Buildings with an active quest have two flickering torches above the door. Go inside to 

start the quest. 

All six quests must be complete before entering The Dark Forest.  

Once all quests are complete you have the option to visit the Global Local website to 

complete a quiz. 

 

 

How To Play – The Dark Forest 

Now you have completed The Town quests head to The Dark Forest for your next 

challenge. 
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Follow the instructions provided by The Dark Forest’s inhabitants.  

You must complete three battles. You have the choice to Attack or Escape.  

Choosing Escape will allow you to leave the battle and take a potion or cure if you have 

one to replenish your Health Points (HP) and Magic Points (MP). 
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How To Play – The Bridge 
Now you have completed The Dark Forest quests head to the The Bridge for your next 

challenge. 

 
Follow the instructions provided.  

You must choose between two phrases to pass each section and progress across The 

Bridge.  

If you choose the incorrect phrase you will have to restart the quest. 
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How To Play – The Castle 
Now you have completed The Bridge quest head to the The Castle for your final 

challenge. 

 

Follow the instructions provided by The Castle’s characters.  

You must first choose which mobility destination you would like. Choose the correct 

bag for that option.  

Explore The Castle (there are two floors) and find items appropriate for your chosen 

mobility destination.  

Once you have found all the items you need you will leave The Castle. 
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How To Play – The End 

Now you have completed all the challenges you can head to the ship to take your next 

step on your mobility journey. 
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4.2. Guide to promote mobility in low-income families 

Eurostudent survey asked respondents about the income level of their family household. The 

low-income student group were students who identified themselves as being from a below 

average or slightly below average income household. For the staff survey, definitions for low 

low-income students were defined by institutions. 

Unintended bias and lack of adapted and targeted communication results in the promotional 

material and information being understood as less relevant for some students than others. As 

described in the literature review, social mobility and representation theory, the way 

international student mobility is understood depends on a student’s socioeconomically and 

sociocultural capital. As communication has traditionally portrayed and been a representation 

of students with more advantaged socioeconomically and sociocultural backgrounds, students 

with lower socioeconomically backgrounds do not feel that the communication is addressed to 

them. 

European Commission (Eurydice, 2020) indicates that the profile of students who choose the 

mobility option is: female, around 22-24 years old, whose parents have graduated in a tertiary 

degree. In addition, only 6% of student whose parents do not have Higher education are more 

likely to be mobile.  

In the following table, a list of 10 obstacles is indicated, related with students without higher 

education background (i.e. parents’ education): 

 

Resource: Social and Economic Conditions of Student Life in Europe. EUROSTUDENTS 2018-2021 

The metaphor of the social "lift" is noteworthy as a graphic way of referring to vertical mobility, 

the change from one social class to another (either upward or downward). In short, the social 

lift has a lot to do with the socio-economic situation that a person inherits and how it will 

determine his or her social status. Well, families with fewer economic resources enjoy less 

mobility (e.g. going to study on Erasmus) and, based on the metaphor of the social lift, their 

descendants will also have fewer opportunities to do so. 

To overcome the social lift barrier, education has an essential role to play. Teachers, together 

with other stakeholders and neighbouring educational and social entities, can create a network 
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of associative work. A working methodology that generates positive results could be the holding 

of round tables of people who, coming from a low-income family, opted for an international (or 

national mobility experience significant for the person) and managed to broaden and improve 

their work and/or academic situations.  

In this sense, the collaborative work of several entities can increase the possibilities of meeting 

more people in a situation of social exclusion and those who took mobility as a way out. Also, 

coordination between formal education and non-formal education (e.g. centres aimed at young 

people in social exclusion or social action centres) would foster an associative identity and work 

on cross-cutting issues such as mobility can be worked on in both environments. Youth workers 

and teachers, together, can carry out a needs analysis closer to the young people/students, so 

they can advise them on mobility issues from an individualised point of view with regard to their 

interests and demands.  

The fact that these professionals are trained in mobility issues, that they know the reality of their 

national context and their closest environment about the socio-economic level of the families 

and that they are updated about scholarships, grants and aids for the promotion of mobility, will 

be protective factors that will increase the chances that the young users can consider the option 

of mobility as an opportunity that will improve their employment and/or academic situation. 

As necessary resources for teachers to be aware of in order to promote regional, national and 

international mobility of young people in social exclusion are the existing free volunteering 

opportunities for young people in their countries: 

European level 

● European Voluntary Service 

● European Solidarity Corps 

● Studying abroad (Erasmus+) 

Spain: 

● Project "Recognise", to accredit the skills acquired by young people who volunteer 

● Municipal Volunteer Agency 

● Foundation “Haz lo posible” 

Bulgaria 

● Youth online platform Youthub 
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● Active Bulgarian Society 

● Bulgarian NGO’s Information portal 

● Volunteering platform Time Heroes 

 

France 

● Aide à la mobilité internationale (international mobility financial support) only for 

students with scholarships on social criteria 

● Grants are provided on social criteria by the regions of France 

● Youth & international solidarity programmes: VVV-SI and JSI 

Romania 

- European Voluntary Service in Romania 

- Service Civil International Romania (SCI-R) 

- PEACE Programme, in Romania (for 15-18 age old youngsters) 

- Patient’s College (Colegiul Pacientilor)- NGO 

UK 

● National Association for Voluntary and Community Action 

● Volunteering Matter 

● TimeBank 

With these resources, disadvantaged students will be able to benefit free of charge from the 

advantages of mobility for their personal, academic and professional future. 
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4.3. Guide to promote mobility for people with 
disabilities 

One of the most disadvantaged groups and those who face the most barriers when embarking 

on an international mobility experience are people with disabilities. In other words, this group 

is often deprived of the advantages and benefits of a stay outside their comfort zone. 

As is well known, education is a human right recognised in the Declaration of Human Rights, 

among other international human rights treaties such as the Convention on the Rights of Persons 

with Disabilities. More specifically, the right to inclusive and quality education is also a fact, 

referring to "the right of all persons without distinction to be educated on an equal basis with 

others in the same general education system, guaranteeing the adaptation of the education 

system to the diverse educational needs so that each person can develop their personality, 

aptitudes and capacities to the maximum of their possibilities and be formed with the utmost 

respect for the intrinsic dignity of every human being" (Campoy, 2017).  

While it is true that accessibility is one of the main measures to be worked on in order to 

eliminate this barrier, European laws on accessibility are very topical and all member countries 

have to exceed basic standards in terms of accessibility.   

At the European level, there is a strong commitment to promote mobility for people with 

disabilities. However, it is true that the international mobility of people with disabilities is one 

of the areas with less participation, despite the existence of projects of good practices in 

attention to diversity, such as the Catalogue of Good Practices in Social Dimension 

Implementation in Higher Education, the increase of scholarships and financial aid to this group 

or the actions and projects of coordination between institutions.  

Previous projects on the promotion of international mobility for people with disabilities have 

shown how these experiences improve the autonomy, training, expectations and employment 

opportunities of people with disabilities. Although it is true that most of the projects focus on 

the university stage, leaving aside secondary education; therefore, the creation of a European 

network of secondary education centres for the exchange of people with disabilities could be a 

good practice option to promote this mobility.  

In line with the above idea, teachers should put into practice the motto "think globally, act 

locally" in order to improve their facilities to accommodate people with disabilities. To this end, 
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we recommend reading "Introduction to Accessible Education" and "Creating Accessible 

Learning Environments", which set out the basic principles for making schools accessible to all. 

In this way, accessibility is already encouraging people with disabilities from other regions and 

even from other countries to take these schools as a reference point. The intrinsic benefits of 

this for the school focus on the management of quality education, on being a reference for other 

centres and on empowering and raising awareness in the educational community about the 

importance of both accessibility and the benefits of having people with disabilities as peers.   

On the other hand, regardless of the group with some kind of vulnerability, networking between 

education and organisations that care for people with disabilities is recommended. Not only to 

promote mobility, but for any issue, this coordination is necessary in order to work towards the 

same aligned objectives. For example, if a young person with a disability attends a garden centre 

every afternoon to improve his or her social skills, it would be ideal for there to be fluid 

communication and cooperation between this association and the educational centre in order 

to work towards the same development goals.   

If we extrapolate this idea to mobility, this coordination between social entities and schools is 

also necessary, as an agreement could be reached with these same entities to work together on 

an action plan for accessibility, so that people with disabilities who can potentially come to our 

regions can also develop activities in social action centres aimed at people with disabilities, and 

not only within the framework of formal education. 

But for this to happen, it is first necessary to develop a clear project on the part of the 

educational centre, seek support from the closest administrations and generate synergies and 

meetings with stakeholders to create this network which, at first, will be regional or national, 

and then become international. This step towards internationalisation may seem very difficult, 

but it is not if the teachers and professionals of people with disabilities have resources/entities 

such as those proposed here and request their collaboration, recommendation or mentoring: 

European Level 

● UWC 

● Erasmus +: Students and staff with physical, mental or health problems 

● The EPFIME project - Please consider this resource 1 and this resource 2 

Spain 
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● Foundation “ONCE” – Talent Opportunity Scholarship Programme  

Bulgaria 

● Career centre for people with disabilities Jamba Hub of opportunities  

● The Social Fusion Foundation and the Jamba initiative to integrate people with 

disabilities into the labour market 

● Good practices in support of people with disabilities 

● Project My Peer Mentor - Mobile application for online peer mentoring for young 

people with disabilities 

●  

France 

● Inclusive mobility : https://inclusivemobility.eu/going-abroad  

● Erasmus + grant : https://erasmus-

plus.ec.europa.eu/opportunities/individuals/students/students-and-staff-with-

physical-mental-or-health-related-conditions  

● Support :  https://generation.erasmusplus.fr/avoir-un-handicap-et-partir-etudier-avec-

erasmus-cest-possible/  

Romania 

● Foundation ”Motivation” - supports young people with disabilities 

● Project ”Facilitating the insertion on the labor market of persons with disabilities” - 

financed by Operational Programme Human Capital 

● projects ”STEPS – Sharing The European Pathways” And ”Three Steps To Education In 

Diversity” 

 

UK 

● Bradford Disability Sport and Leisure (BDSL)   See the interactive resource: website is 

inactive  
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4.4. Guide to promote mobility by addressing 
religious/cultural barriers 

 

Religious and cultural factors are, to say the least, influential in a person's overall development. 

Both aspects will influence (but not determine) your life if they are deeply rooted. Moreover, 

according to Montes (2011, p.11), "the relationship between culture and religion can be 

established on the basis of three basic theses: the first is that Religion is a part of Culture; the 

second is that Religion is and has been an institution that generates Culture; and the third is that 

Religion is and has been a global cultural system".  

By definition, cultural and religious minorities are those that move away from the majority 

religion and culture of a particular region. For example, in Spain, the Catholic religion is 

predominant, so any other religion (Muslim, for example) is considered a religious minority. But 

far from this being a problem, these minorities generate cultural and religious diversity in the 

regions, enriching the knowledge and beliefs of societies. This diversity refers to the distinct 

distinction found between the traditions, culture, beliefs and religious practices that exist in a 

specific society, which create a landscape of interculturality in the population. Religious and 

cultural diversity are therefore closely related, as the outcome of one affects the other. 

However, despite the benefits of interculturality, it is true that young people belonging to 

cultural or religious minorities often encounter problems in terms of full inclusion. Therefore, 

intercultural education should be promoted at school, for example through group dynamics, 

role-playing techniques, communication and active listening exercises, conflict resolution 

situations, debates and moral dilemmas, days dedicated to cultural and religious translations, 

etc. 

Another aspect to take into account could be the language barrier that often keeps young 

migrants away from full inclusion. Therefore, it would be optimal that, also from the school and 

working cooperatively with other social entities dedicated to minorities or people in social 

exclusion, literacy courses are provided to improve the communication of these young people. 

If a school really promotes interculturality, it will be favouring the inclusion and empowerment 

of young people belonging to cultural and religious minorities. In order to put this into practice, 

it is recommended to refer to the guide "Intercultural learning Classroom activities" . 
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As indicated in the previous section for people with disabilities, if the school meets the 

intercultural requirements, it could create a "network of schools for interculturality" and hold 

exchanges of good practice or exchanges of pupils from ethnic minorities. In order to do so, they 

should contact the authorities in their region and find out what the procedure would be in each 

region, as there are specific specifications.  

On the other hand, if teachers are aware of resources and mobility grants for ethnic, cultural or 

religious minorities, they will be empowering these young people and providing them with equal 

and quality education. Scholarships and grants of this kind are presented below. However, in 

many countries there are no national programmes in place to promote this aspect, and 

therefore one would have to go directly to the European level: 

European level 

● United Nations Minority Fellowship Programme/Human Rights/High Commissioner's 

Office 

Spain 

● No mobility grants targeted at religious and cultural minorities were found. 

Bulgaria 

● Roma Education Fund 

● International Training Program Refugee Inclusion 

France 

● In France there is no grant targeted religious and cultural minorities 

Romania 

There are not specific framework programes or financial mechanism addressing in particular 

mobility of religious or cultural minorities, but there are a lot of possibilities to cover this 

dimension within the existing ones: 

● The EEA Financial Mechanism 2014-2021 covers several funding programs, aiming at 

improving the situation of the Roma population, mobility of students and staff in 

university education, education for democracy and citizenship. One of the programs 

sustained through this financial mechanism is RO Cultura, addressing the cultural 
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dimension of Roma integration. Although EEA is not focused on mobility, it can integrate 

this type of activities. 

● Virtual mobility through e-Twinning projects, or own initiatives as a result of educational 

partnerships / agreements, it can provide a platform for intercultural cohesion and 

inclusion of minorities through educational projects. 

● Erasmus Plus it can also accommodate mobility projects that focus on integrating 

religious or cultural minorities.  

● The European Solidarity Corps offers young Europeans the opportunity to learn and (re) 

discover themselves through volunteering and solidarity activities that provide solutions 

to the challenges facing communities. 

UK  

● Bank of England Scholarship for students from a Black or Mixed African/Caribbean 

background 

● Miranda Brawn Diversity Leadership Scholarship 

● More info 
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4.5. Guide to Promoting Mobility through the Active 
Involvement of Families and Teachers 

 

As mentioned above, the family is a social agent that influences the overall development of 

individuals, and will influence (but not determine) the quality of life of young people. It is 

understood that, whatever the subject to be dealt with, an adequate family-school cooperation 

will facilitate the teaching-learning process for the child. A cordial relationship between the two 

is therefore required in order to generate a climate of trust in which the pupil will develop as a 

whole. 

This coordination will help to share a common objective in terms of the child's development, it 

fosters motivation and security in the children, both (family-school) will be mutually informed 

about important aspects of the child's evolution, etc. 

The involvement of Parents' Associations means active participation in decision-making in the 

educational process and other activities linked to the school. This can be an advantage in terms 

of promoting mobility, as their involvement will favour their own predisposition to encourage 

their children to make such trips. Cross-border exchanges between pupils are now very 

common, where a pupil from Bulgaria, for example, is hosted by a pupil from the UK and his or 

her family, and the UK pupil is then hosted by the Bulgarian family. 

These exchanges are, to say the least, the fruit of a good family-school relationship as their 

involvement is crucial for their children to be able to enjoy this mobility in other families. To 

ensure the success of these popular exchanges, the school receives the families and meets with 

them to explain the project in detail. This family-school communication, precisely because of 

the mobility, can also open new communications on other issues of concern to one of the 

parties, which could be the beginning of family-school coordination in more academic and 

personal areas of the child.  

For this reason, schools need to give more visibility to Parents' Associations, as their members 

are very involved in extracurricular processes such as mobility. However, schools also need to 

provide families with good personalised information about these currently popular exchange 

programmes. 
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Despite their popularity, here are some of these types of mobilities that are so fruitful not only 

to broaden the language skills of students, but also their integral development, their autonomy 

and family togetherness: 

European Level 

● Partnering with school abroad  

● School and youth exchanges 

Spain 

● School exchanges in France 

● School exchanges in Bulgaria  

● School exchanges in Ireland 

● *More information on other destinations is available from the Ministry of Education 

and Vocational Training.    

Bulgaria 

● Youth for understanding Bulgaria 

● Youth exchanges via Erasmus+ 

● Program "One school year abroad” 

France 

● Group exchanges via Erasmus + 

●  Franco-German exchange 

●  France-Quebec exchange 

Romania 

● Erasmus+ Youth Exchanges  

● Mobility opportunities in Europe  

● European solidarity corps  

● EURES - European Portal for Labour Force Mobility  / EURES - Living and Work 

Conditions in the EU Countries  

● HOLTIS  

● Teachers-Parents Communication in Schools from Disadvantaged Areas  

● Guides for Studying Abroad: link 1, link 2 and link 3 
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● Guide to the World of Occupations  

 

UK 

● International exchanges for school in England – British Council  
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5. Case studies  

5.1. Spain 
Case study 1. Interrail grant 

● Call for proposals: Discover EU 

● Coordinating entity: European Comision 

● Online resource 

1. Disadvantaged area (country, region, city…) 

Given the type of project, it is not particularly aimed at people living in disadvantaged areas. 

However, the European Commission provided human resources to facilitate the mobility 

experience for a young person with severe physical disability. 

2. Reasons to be considered a disadvantaged area 

As mentioned in the previous question, it is not understood as a disadvantaged target group, 

but rather as a disadvantaged target group because of their disability. In international mobility 

programmes as well known as Erasmus, only 0.14% of the students who travel have a disability. 

This can therefore be seen as a disadvantage, and perhaps their participation should be 

encouraged by providing them with more resources. 

3. Target group 

The programme is aimed at 18 year olds, but in this case study, one of the users was a young 

man with severe cerebral palsy. He has a 97% physical disability, as he has perfect mental 

capacity. However, he is recognised as having the help of a third person. 

4. Objective of the project and importance of the mobility 

The aim of Interrail is to provide 18 year olds with a ticket that allows them to travel freely by 

train across Europe for a specific period of time. In this particular case, the parents of the 

disabled person who made the mobility trip wanted this experience to serve to show that 

disabled people can and like to make this type of mobility trip. 

5. Personal and professional impact 
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The young man was able to achieve one of his goals, to break down barriers and travel. Another 

of his goals was to make the people around him aware of the possibility of travelling despite his 

disability. It was an exhausting and enriching experience, which has made him realise that he 

can visit more cities by public transport. 

6. Development of the project 

This programme provides 15,000 grants to 18 year olds who want to travel by train in Europe. 

In this case study, the father of a young man with a 97% disability applied for the grant and, to 

his surprise, the European Commission accepted his application. To do so, they had to ask the 

European entity for accessibility needs for the young man, to which the European Commission 

agreed favourably, providing Javier with three people to support him in all tasks and fully 

accessible accommodation. 

The experience lasted a week and he travelled to Amsterdam believing that the city would be 

accessible, but he found that neither the city centre nor the trains were accessible. While it is 

true that the aim of this particular experience, in addition to the young man enjoying himself 

and travelling, was to raise awareness in society and policy makers about the importance of 

creating more opportunities like this, and for people with disabilities themselves to increase 

their confidence to make this kind of mobility experience. 

While it is true that the main difficulties of the mobility experience were the following: 

● Possibility of missing trips as the young person is in a wheelchair, and if you are short on 

time, you can miss the transport. 

● Need to react quite fast and be very attentive. 

● Carrying a backpack with basic items for the care of the young person. 

● Architectural barriers in all city centres (cobblestones, narrow and bad pavements...) 

and on trains. 

7. Reasons to be a successful mobility experience 

● Facilitation of three accompanying persons 

● Visibilisation of the empowerment of people with disabilities in order to be able to carry 

out these mobilities. 

● Accessible accommodation for people with disabilities 
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Case study 2. Express-Arte 

● Call for proposals: Erasmus+ 

● Coordinating entity: La Salle-Amigó and Burjassot Juvenile Reception Centre (dependent 

on the Department of Equality and Inclusive Policies of the Generatitat Valenciana) and 

New Horizons in Sicily (Italy). 

● Online resource 

1. Disadvantaged area (country, region, city…) 

The Valencian Community is the fourth Spanish autonomous region with the highest number of 

minors in shelters, with a total of 1,487, which places it behind Catalonia (4,246), Andalusia 

(2,309) and Madrid (1,498) (EFE, 2022). 

Almost 17,000 minors in Spain live under guardianship in centres, which should be a safe and 

affective environment in which to grow up and heal the damage of the experiences of lack of 

protection they carry with them. 

2. Reasons to be considered a disadvantaged area 

These are children who have suffered mistreatment due to abandonment or negligence in their 

care, abuse, generally from the family environment or other circumstances that prevent their 

full development, so the administrations take charge of their guardianship while the situation of 

risk is resolved and the child can return to his or her family, if that is best for him or her. 

They arrive at the protection system with very difficult situations as they have been placed in 

care late or have been chronically abused. Some have substance addiction problems and even 

violence. 

3. Target group 

This experience was lived by 10 Italian foster youths and 9 Spanish foster youths who often 

present behavioural problems against other disadvantaged groups. One of them, 16 years old 

(boy) is a young person under guardianship of the Valencian Community within the system of 

protection of minors. 

4. Objective of the project and importance of the mobility 
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The objectives of this meeting are that the group of young people at risk or in a situation of social 

exclusion acquire a series of pro-social values that they will later extrapolate to their daily lives, 

contributing to the fight against social exclusion and favouring respect for Human Rights. 

5. Personal and professional impact 

Knowledge of other cultures, arts and realities; acquisition of a series of pro-social values such 

as tolerance and solidarity; awareness of social problems such as xenophobia, racism and 

discrimination; increase of their self-confidence, coexistence and intercultural communication 

skills; promotion of the social integration of young people; and extension of the social support 

network. 

6. Development of the project 

The experience consists of an exchange between the Spanish youth centres La Salle-Amigó and 

Burjassot and the organisation New Horizons in Sicily (Italy), with the participation of 5 social 

educators, 10 Italian young people and 9 Spaniards. 

Based on the abilities, needs and interests of these young people, the project focuses on the use 

of artistic and creative techniques and methods through which they can express their emotions, 

encouraging their participation in problem solving, facing their limits, leaving the comfort zone 

and achieving rewarding mobility experiences. 

Due to the profile of these young people, they have greater difficulties in travelling and getting 

to know other cultures, which is why this project, in addition to covering this lack, also raises 

awareness of social problems such as discrimination, racism and xenophobia, laying the 

foundations for them to be agents of change in their local, national and international 

environment. 

7. Reasons to be a successful mobility experience 

● This profile of young people within the protection system have fewer possibilities to 

travel to other countries, so it is a motivating experience for them. 

● Not only do they get to know another culture, but they also work on social problems 

such as xenophobia, racism and discrimination. 

● It improves their social skills and their social skills for the establishment of new healthy 

friendships.  
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Case study 3. Eurojoven 

● Call for proposals: Erasmus + 

● Coordinating entity: Youth Institute 

● Website 

1. Disadvantaged area (country, region, city…) 

Segovia is not a disadvantaged province as such. However, 16% of Segovia's residents are 

foreigners, according to statistics published by the Ministry of Social Inclusion, Social Security 

and Migration. 

2. Reasons to be considered a disadvantaged area 

Taking into account that a medium-high percentage of migrants have a lower level of education, 

as well as fewer opportunities in terms of access to decent work. Therefore, mobility 

opportunities can be a great opportunity to improve these conditions. 

3. Target group 

In the Eurojoven CyL Project, a young immigrant student of Commercial Activities had the 

opportunity to go on an Erasmus+ trip to Cork (South of Ireland). 

4. Objective of the project and importance of the mobility 

The aim of Eruojoven CyL is to facilitate internships abroad for young people who have recently 

graduated from intermediate vocational training and who do not have a job. 

5. Personal and professional impact 

This young immigrant considers that it has been the best decision he has ever made in his life, 

as he has been able to improve his English language skills, he has had an internship in a large 

company, he has met people of different nationalities and cultures. 

6. Development of the project 

This project is carried out annually and is aimed at vocational training centres, where young 

people can travel to other countries such as Ireland, Poland, Italy or Malta to develop internships 

in companies in different fields such as hospitality, mechanics, chemistry, image, administration, 
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commerce, health, IT, etc. This project is disseminated by the partner schools, and either a 

student or the school itself can contact the people in charge of the project to set up the mobility. 

It consists of a 3-month work placement in a company/organisation related to the training field 

in which the participant has recently graduated in countries such as Poland, Ireland, Italy and 

Malta. 

The Instituto de la Juventud de Castilla y León manages all aspects of the mobility, covering the 

costs of the return flight, accommodation, meals, insurance, local transport if necessary, online 

English/Italian course, internship management and Europass mobility certificate, thanks to the 

co-financing of the EU Erasmus+ programme. 

Those who accept and confirm their participation, will start the preparation phase: obtain the 

European health card, check valid ID card, COVID certificate, start the language course at the 

OLS, attend a meeting and training day. 

7. Reasons to be a successful mobility experience 

● Language course 

● Follow-up by a tutor in the host institution. 

● Enhancement of the personal and professional value of the young people. 

 

Case study 4. Travelling School 

● Call for proposals: Not indicated 

● Coordinating entity: Casa Escuela Santiago I 

● Website  

1. Disadvantaged area (country, region, city…) 

This project is developed within a centre for minors which is aimed at young people in social 

exclusion who want to study medium or higher level training cycles, who want to study basic 

vocational training modules, who have special difficulties to finish Compulsory Secondary 

Education because they have had situations of labour failure or because their personal and/or 

family situation is one of social exclusion. It also focuses on young people who come from 

families with low economic resources or are immigrants from Third World countries, who have 
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to comply with judicial measures or who are under the guardianship and/or tutelage of the Junta 

de Castilla y León due to a child protection file. 

2. Reasons to be considered a disadvantaged area 

They are considered a vulnerable group as they generally have higher rates of school failure, less 

motivation in the academic field and therefore have fewer possibilities to access the world of 

work. 

3. Target group 

In this case, the experience is told by one of the reference educators for the children. However, 

the target group of this project is young people living in the children's centre, each one with a 

different background, but in all cases, complicated. 

4. Objective of the project and importance of the mobility 

The Travelling School project arises from the need to offer the young people we work with 

extremely extraordinary experiences that involve something new, different, that create an 

emotional impact on them that will have repercussions, in some way, on their future. 

5. Personal and professional impact 

The educator who recounts the experience says that it is a very enriching experience on a 

personal and professional level, as it is an experience where people live together, share, connect 

and build together. It is an opportunity to take these young people out of their comfort zone 

and dismantle any prejudices they may have, and a better connection is generated between 

educator-educate. 

In addition, they improve their knowledge of history, geography, languages, mathematics, etc. 

But most importantly, the young people see it as an opportunity to travel, to dream, to open 

horizons and to consider new challenges and new destinations. 

6. Development of the project 

The project has been running for 20 years and there are three types of mobilities from which 

the young inmates of the youth centre can benefit: 

● Annual trip abroad, with a duration of 10 days. They have visited countries such as Italy, 

Portugal, the Netherlands, Morocco, France, France, France, Croatia, Bosnia, Austria, 
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Belgium, the United Kingdom and Poland. The travel period coincides with the young 

people's Easter holidays. They travel in buses with bunk beds and beds in order to be 

able to visit more places, alternating nights in hotels, hostels, buses... This allows them 

to make stops in many cities. The travel conditions are austere, which is seen as a test 

of adaptation and endurance, in which both young people and educators are in the same 

conditions. 

● Summer trips, which last five days and, as a family, they go on a trip around Spain or 

Portugal. They go camping, to rural houses or hostels. These trips are more associated 

with relaxation (on the beach or in the mountains), getting to know new areas and taking 

part in different activities. 

● Excursions without overnight stays: these are generally carried out on Sundays and 

involve trips to nearby villages, hiking in the mountains, or getting to know the villages 

of a colleague or educator. In this way, the importance of roots and learning about rural 

life is promoted. 

7. Reasons to be a successful mobility experience 

● It is a travel opportunity that young people with this profile in juvenile centres would 

not usually be able to do. 

● Very arduous prior preparation on the part of the team of educators. 

● Promotion of a healthy relationship between educators and learners, as they all travel 

under the same conditions. 

 

Case study 5. TLN Mobilicat 

● Call for proposals: EURODISSEA Programme - Youth Employment Programme in 

Catalonia 

● Coordinating entity: Garantía Juvenil 

● Website  

1. Disadvantaged area (country, region, city…) 

The project is aimed at young people in Catalonia (Spain). 

2. Reasons to be considered a disadvantaged area 
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Catalonia can be considered a disadvantaged area in relation to Europe (not Spain), as youth 

unemployment in Catalonia is double the European average, according to the latest data 

published by the European Statistical Office (Eurostat, 2021). The average unemployment rate 

among young people aged 15 to 24 in the European Union is 16.9% in 2020, while in Catalonia 

it is 34%. 

3. Target group 

The target group of this call has to be (among other requirements) between 18 and 30 years old, 

unemployed and registered in the National Youth Guarantee System Register. 

In this case, several young people who have experienced this international mobility trip are 

presented. 

4. Objective of the project and importance of the mobility 

The objective is to facilitate the labour market integration of young participants through a 

personalised itinerary of accompaniment and support, with practical learning and training 

abroad, provided by the programme, in order to facilitate access to the labour market with 

expectations of quality employment. 

It is important for the participants for all the benefits explained in the following section. That is, 

for the job and learning opportunities it provides. 

5. Personal and professional impact 

Participants in the project comment on the following personal and professional benefits: It is a 

life experience that gives you a transnational opportunity in your field of work when you finish 

your career and cannot find a job, learn a language for free, connect to a country culturally, 

improve your professional value if you are in a situation of unemployment, get out of your 

comfort zone, improve your CV. 

6. Development of the project 

Mobility contains several phases: 

1. Preparation and training phase, which includes 

● Language training lasting a minimum of 80 hours and a maximum of 120 hours, given by 

accredited professionals. 
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● At the end of the training, a certificate is issued, indicating the teaching hours and the 

content of the training. 

● Intercultural preparation, prior to the work experience, consisting of information 

sessions on the social, labour and cultural characteristics of the host country. 

● Individual professional orientation, focused on defining the professional itinerary of 

each participant. 

2. Unpaid work experience phase in European Union countries, which includes: 

● An unpaid practical work experience for personal and professional learning, in public or 

private entities or companies in European Union member states. Duration of stays 

between 8 and 20 weeks. 

● Accompaniment in the orientation process and information activities on labour market 

expectations. 

● Support from a tutor during the internship and for two months afterwards to enhance 

the skills of the participants in a personalised way. 

3. The Programme covers the following expenses: 

● Transnational travel. 

● Daily board and lodging during the stay abroad. 

● Insurance. 

● The possible difficulty is that the internship is unpaid. 

7. Reasons to be a successful mobility experience 

● Language training and intercultural preparation 

● Support of a job coach during the stay 

● Accompaniment in the orientation process and information activities on the 

expectations of the labour market. 

 

 

5.2. France 
Case study 1. IMPOWER 
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● Call for proposals: not indicated 

● Coordinating entity: YES Akademia (YAKA) 

● Website 

1. Disadvantaged area (country, region, city…) 

Their work was carried out in Paris and the Paris region, in the South of France, as well as in 

several countries including Senegal, Haiti, Nicaragua and India 

2. Reasons to be considered a disadvantaged area 

Most of the young people who join YAKA have difficulties to integrate professionally or 

academically because they come from neighbourhoods considered sensitive and have not 

always had the best access to education. 

 

3. Target group 

Their target group is young adults of diverse backgrounds, aged between 15 and 35, mainly living 

mainly in so-called sensitive neighbourhoods and large housing estates neighbourhoods and 

large housing estates, all of whom are motivated by a desire to get involved, to reveal their 

potential and to break with the determinisms that weigh on them 

4. Objective of the project and importance of the mobility 

Through an empowerment approach, they pursue objectives: 

● To enable young YAKA laureates to laureates to get out of their situation by giving them 

self-confidence and by learning & To enable the young laureates to get out of their 

situation by giving them self-confidence and by learning to live together. 

● To open them to multiple encounters with people from different backgrounds so that 

they can open up to the world and create a network 

● To boost their self-esteem to move forward and develop a taste for entrepreneurship, 

so that they can develop their own solidarity projects. 

5. Personal and professional impact 

During the second phase of the programme, the winners have the opportunity to live an 

immersion experience in a village located in one of the partner countries: Senegal, Haiti, India, 

Nicaragua, Dominican Republic. 
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The young people live with host families, carry out internships in the community, organise 

cultural, artistic and sporting activities, produce media projects and set up micro development 

projects. 

They take the risk of leaving their comfort zone to acquire new skills (open-mindedness, 

awareness, creativity and solidarity) and know-how (budget management, event organisation, 

workshop facilitation, documentary editing, interviewing). 

This stay allows the laureates to question their own environment, values and lifestyle, and to 

and to start setting up their project. 

6. Development of the project 

IMPOWER is YAKA's flagship programme which runs for 18 months with over 300 hours in three 

phases: 

Phase I: Dare to Dream, November to June 

Over a period of 10 months, the laureates meet every week for 3 hours to discuss contemporary 

social issues such as identity, the place of women in society, racism and discrimination, and the 

discovery of other horizons (e.g. solidarity fair, Kiwitas festival, visit to the agriculture fair in 

Paris, presentation of the villages in which the solidarity trips of phase II will take place). 

The objective of the first phase is to raise awareness of their role as citizens and the rights and 

responsibilities that this role encompasses. 

Phase 2: Dare to Move: Intercultural and solidarity immersion, July and August 

For an average of 45 days during the summer, the laureates have the opportunity to live an 

immersion experience in a village located in one of their partner countries (Nicaragua, Senegal, 

India, Haiti). 

There they organise numerous activities such as workshops and events like youth forums to pass 

on the knowledge gained in the first phase with the young people of the village and the region. 

The winners live with host families and participate in local life. This immersion trip is above all 

an intense intercultural exchange between the young laureates from France and the local youth. 

This phase allows the laureates to step out of their comfort zone and question their own 

environment, values and habits, and to reflect on their life project as a whole. 

Phase 3: Dare to Act: Setting up solidarity projects, September to May 

This ten-month phase is dedicated to the implementation of the personal or professional project 
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by each winner (or by small groups). Laureates will have already done a lot of work on their 

projects in the second phase as well. The main areas in which the winners choose to focus their 

project are international solidarity, artistic creation, responsible entrepreneurship, 

communication (documentary, advocacy), sport, health and well-being. They are accompanied 

in the development of their project by coaches, mentors, experts and the facilitators of phase 1. 

This phase allows them to consolidate the achievements of the programme, while continuing 

the workshops, accompanied by the facilitators and with the support of the mentors. The 

winners meet twice a month for a thematic workshop or event. They also make a project of 

restitution on their international solidarity stay by organising concerts, documentary screenings 

or photo exhibitions. 

At the end of the 18-month IMPOWER programme, the young laureates present a detailed 

account of their experience and receive a certificate attesting to their involvement, their 

seriousness, and their achievements in terms of knowledge and skills. 

7. Reasons to be a successful mobility experience 

For several years now, YAKA has been distributing questionnaires at the end of the 1st phase of 

IMPOWER, at the end of the 2nd phase and at the end of the 3rd phase. 

Some striking results are the following:  

o 53.8% said that youth have an indispensable role to play and 46.2% said that young 

people should create their own means of action. 

o 92.3% of young people said that the workshops made them feel more comfortable in 

public speaking 

o 92.3% of young people said they were very satisfied with the interventions, 

associations and professionals they discovered 

o 77% of young people said they felt more comfortable with the idea of having a debate, 

defending a point of view and arguing defend a point of view and argue after the first 

phase of IMPOWER and 85% after the end of the 3rd phase. 

o 62% of the young people said that they have a better understanding of the business 

world after attending the entrepreneurship, networking and interview workshops and 

KNOWLEDGE 

● After the first phase, a majority of the laureates feel : 

● 69.2% to be more connected to the world and to others after the end of phase 1 and 

96% after the end of the 3rd phase. 
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● To be more curious (61.5%), to be more open-minded (61.5%) after the first phase and 

95% after the end of the third phase 

● To be more determined and ambitious professionally (61.5%) after the first phase and 

98% after the end of the third phase. 

● That they are more adaptable (53.8%) after the first phase and 98% after the end of 

the third phase 

● Have more self-confidence to express themselves, assert themselves and believe in 

their potential (53.8%) after the first phase and 100% after the end of the 3rd phase 

KNOW-HOW 

● 69.2% think they have a more critical (discerning) mind when faced with 

speech/speech of others after the first phase and 75% after the end of the 3rd 

phase 

● 61.5% know the difference between humanitarian and development work after 

the first phase and 100% after the end of the 3rd phase 

● 46.2% know how to manage their time better after the first phase and 75% after 

the end of the third phase the end of phase 3. 

 

Case study 2. Architecture and heritage: interdisciplinary collaboration 

between European partners for student success 

● Call for proposals: Erasmus KA2 

● Coordinating entity: LYCEE DES METIERS VUE BELLE, High school- Josip Broz Tito Bitola, 

Instituto de Educación Secundaria Cartuja 

Description of the experience 

1. Disadvantaged area (country, region, city…) 

The city concerned are Saint-Paul, located in the department and region of Reunion, the second 

largest on the island but also Bitola, a municipality and city in the southwestern part of Northern 

Macedonia and Granada a city located in the region of Andalusia in southern Spain. 

2. Reasons to be considered a disadvantaged area 
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The young people concerned by this project are the students of three high school : the Vue Belle 

Vocational High School, Cartuja Secondary School and High school - Josip Broz Tito Bitola which 

are situated in rural areas with students who live in disadvantaged neighbourhoods and are 

confronted with a lot of dropouts. 

3. Target group 

The target group are the students of the three high schools that organized the project, so in 

most cases young men and women from 14 to 18 years old. 

4. Objective of the project and importance of the mobility 

The objective was to reduce school dropouts through a motivating project, to ensure that 

students become active participants in their education, to help them understand what it means 

to be a European citizen, to develop their general, professional and intercultural skills, in 

collaborating with European partners. In addition to the development and exchange of their 

professional and educational practices, they also wanted to increase interdisciplinary work with 

their European colleagues. So, the three countries have worked together over one year to 

develop a collaborative exhibition "Traditional houses and gardens of Reunion Island, Spain and 

Macedonia" 

5. Personal and professional impact 

The students were the main actors of the project which aimed to make them discover or 

rediscover the richness of their heritage and to bring them to transmit it to their European 

counterparts during virtual and physical encounters while acquiring the expected skills in the 

different disciplines concerned by the project: professional, linguistic, cultural and intercultural 

skills. 

6. Development of the project 

The first collaborative work was designing the logos and then voting to choose an appropriate 

logo for the project. The first transnational meeting took place on Reunion Island. During this 

meeting they had the opportunity to communicate with their european colleagues about the 

project and its organisation. They created a twinspace named "Traditional houses and gardens 

of Reunion Island, Spain and Macedonia".  

When they met in Macedonia, the partners took notice of the different activities set up by Lycée 

Broz Tito and the important involvement of parents in education. The second transnational 
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meeting took place in Spain. They had the opportunity to visit IES Cartuja and to know more 

about their spanish colleagues’ way to work. They also have followed up on the project. The 

training on Reunion Island in February was about dropout. They compared the structures and 

the actions that exist to fight school dropout on each school. Their students went to Spain on 

March to work with the spanish students for the exhibition and for the brochure to make aware 

of saving their heritage. During the third transnational meeting in Spain the partners finalized 

the preparation for the last mobility on Reunion Island during which they were going to 

celebrate the week of languages and to share their work and culture.  

This project resulted in several productions: a training report about educational practices by 

Lycée Broz Tito, games about plants and traditional houses, a logo, an exhibition, travel books, 

an awareness brochure to save their heritage, videos, online intercultural journals, Twinspaces. 

This project resulted in partnerships on upcoming european projects, in learning new TIC, and 

acquiring new professional linguistic and intercultural skills. 93 % of french students succeeded 

in their exams. 

7. Reasons to be a successful mobility experience 

Thanks to this project: 

the students gained maturity autonomy and responsability. 

● They have become rich with these different cultures, have gained self esteem and 

realized that they are European citizens.  

● The teachers want to keep in collaborate and to learn more about educational practices 

and the schools were able to improve their attractiveness and they plan to work 

together on other projects. 

 

Case study 3. With Erasmus+, I optimize my skills! 

● Call for proposals: KA1 Erasmus 

● Coordinating entity: Education organization Ici & Ailleurs, Foyle International Ltd and 

Innovación,Movilidad Internacional,Trabajo y Educación no Formal,S.L 

1. Disadvantaged area (country, region, city…) 
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Located on the island of Reunion, in the Indian Ocean, they are part of the French ultra-

peripheral region of Europe. 

 

2. Reasons to be considered a disadvantaged area 

Reunion Island has a particularly high unemployment rate for young people : 42 %. The labor 

market and the supply of training are insufficient to absorb all young people leaving the school 

system every year.  

The inadequacy of the training offer of the Reunion area makes particularly sensitive the post-

baccalaureate orientations. Each year, nearly 500 young people from Reunion find themselves 

without a post-bac solution and have to wait for the next school year to hope to resume their 

training, many dropouts are to be deplored 

3. Target group 

The target group was 10 young people, who left the school system in June 2018 or 2019, and 

who are not enrolled in qualified training 

4. Objective of the project and importance of the mobility 

The main objective of this experimental project was to propose a support programme aimed at 

facilitating the return to training towards a qualification or entry into the labour market, via 

European mobility. It included an orientation and preparation course prior to going abroad, a 

long ErasmusPro immersion in a company (4 months) and work on the recognition of prior 

learning and profile enhancement. 

5. Personal and professional impact 

For these young people, who found themselves momentarily without a training solution, the 

ErasmusPro experience was particularly beneficial. They were able to take advantage of the 

project to get their personal journey moving again. They regained motivation and desire. This 

training course gave them multiple opportunities to grow, their first experience in a company, 

their first experience of personal independence. 

Each learner brought with them their own personal and academic background. They came from 

different programmes, and, as a result, several professional sectors were solicited: hotel and 
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catering, commerce, tourism, mechanics, pet shops. Each young person gained specific 

professional, social and personal skills. 

6. Development of the project 

The ErasmusPro long mobility programme enabled trainees to gain significant work experience 

over 4 months. After an integration phase, they were able to settle into a professional "routine", 

becoming autonomous in their roles. They gradually became members of a team, a host family, 

and a local community. Long-term immersion allowed them to develop habits, to experience 

local life and to meet many new people. The group that went to Ireland forged friendships with 

Italian, Norwegian and Russian students, opportunities that they do not have here in Reunion 

Island. 

 

Prolonged immersion in a language is the best way to improve your language skills. They gave 

preference to accommodation with a host family whenever possible. This continuous immersion 

in an English or Spanish speaking environment produced very good linguistic results. All trainees 

progressed by at least 1 level on the CECR grid. In all cases, despite sometimes having difficulty 

at first in making themselves understood and expressing themselves, language was in the end 

not a barrier. 

 

7. Reasons to be a successful mobility experience 

At the end of the project, seven of the ten young people are in the following situations: resuming 

university studies, work-study contract, joining the Army, civic service, seasonal employment. 

Two others are continuing their studies, including new internships in companies, temporary 

fixed-term contracts and one is in the process of enrolling for the next academic year at 

university. 

The achievements, especially on a personal level (self-confidence, open-mindedness, analytical 

skills, ability to find solutions to certain difficulties), give them better chances for their future.  It 

should be noted that the Covid19 crisis did not help the latest trainees in their search for a work-

study programme or a job. 
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All of them, unanimously, envisage going abroad at some point in their future lives. Some are 

planning an Erasmus+ year during their studies, others want to travel and work, or to return 

temporarily to the country they discovered. 

Case study 4. EURODYSSEY 

● Call for proposals: not indicated 

● Coordinating entity: Collectivity of Corsica 

● Website 

1. Disadvantaged area (country, region, city…) 

Corsica is an island located in the Mediterranean Sea and a unique French territorial Collectivity. 

2. Reasons to be considered a disadvantaged area 

Corsica has 63,000 young people (under 30 years of age), of whom 4,500 students are studying 

at the UCPP. According to the study presented during the November 2019 conference, 35% of 

them are dropouts. 

Young Corsicans are at the heart of the public called the JAMO, Young People with the Least 

Opportunities: insular, rural, the family Mediterranean culture is not a support to take off 

towards the adventure without counting the additional costs caused by the insularity.  There are 

therefore many obstacles and inequalities in front of international mobility for young Corsicans 

3. Target group 

The program allows all young people between the ages of 18 and 32, with or without diplomas, 

who are looking for a job, to do an internship in one of the program's active regions. 

4. Objective of the project and importance of the mobility 

The goal for Corsica is twofold. On the one hand, to offer young people the opportunity to 

acquire professional experience while learning a foreign language or to improve their knowledge 

of it. This experience abroad will thus become for the participants a real passport towards a 

better international employability. On the other hand, to provide assistance to companies, to 

allow them to benefit from human resources and to support them in their international 

development. 

5. Personal and professional impact 
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The Collectivity of Corsica has the mission of creating the conditions for a path to success to lead 

each young person, from secondary school onwards, towards the construction of his or her 

identity as a citizen open to the world and towards his or her integration into a fulfilling 

professional life. 

The globalization of exchanges and development, linking ever more locally and globally, induces 

a need for young people to leave their territory and their "comfort zone" in order to become 

autonomous, to stimulate their creativity and curiosity, to get to know themselves better and to 

better confront the otherness. 

It is a given that international mobility for a young person is an important asset for professional 

integration, a tool for training, empowerment and citizenship building. This impact is real, rapid 

and concrete, and is studied by all observatories. 

6. Development of the project 

The internship offers them the opportunity to take their first step into the world of work in a 

particularly rewarding way, while at the same time perfecting their language skills. 

Eurodyssey internships last from two to seven months maximum, during which time the 

program assists the young people from A to Z and ensures that their stay runs smoothly once 

they are on site. 

Trainees receive a monthly grant of 800 euros from the Collectivity of Corsica and with the 

European Health Card, they benefit from the health services of the host region during their stay 

abroad. 

The program also includes language courses, not only during the stay but also beforehand and 

a professional certification is given to the trainee at the end of his or her stay in the company. 

7. Reasons to be a successful mobility experience 

● Integration into the world of work of young people from different backgrounds and with 

different educational experiences 

● Opportunity to deepen the knowledge of a foreign language 

● Increased employability and better adaptation to the international labor market. 

 

Case study 5. Science 4 all 
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● Call for proposals: Erasmus+ 

● Coordinating entity: Publiczne Gimnazjum Nr 1 z Oddzialami Dwujezycznymi im. Jana 

Pawla II w Krempachach, Agrupamento de Escolas Monte da Lua, Narva Kesklinna 

Gumnaasium, Agrupamento de Escolas Monte da Lua and Collège Pierre de Nolhac 

1. Disadvantaged area (country, region, city…) 

The 4 schools participating to the project comes from Poland, France, Estonia and Portugal. 

2. Reasons to be considered a disadvantaged area 

Each of the four schools in this project is located in another part of Europe, but every school 

faces similar problems emerged mostly from diversity in a local area and historical or cultural 

issues. The project emphasised possibilities of effective learning and working within the 

European Union, especially for pupils from disadvantaged areas. 

3. Target group 

The project was dedicated to teachers and students from four lower secondary schools in the 4 

partners countries: Poland, France, Estonia, and Portugal. The students were between 12 and 

15 years of age. 

4. Objective of the project and importance of the mobility 

The “Science 4 all” project was focused on an exchange of good practice in teaching and learning 

science subjects and mathematics, and its coincidence with the labour market and 

entrepreneurship. The objectives of the project included enhancing professional skills of partner 

schoolteachers, increasing students' competencies and motivation in science, mathematics and 

entrepreneurship, and improving social, intercultural and language skills in the partner schools. 

5. Personal and professional impact 

The project had a high impact on the participating schools, their students, teachers and local 

communities. Students increased competencies and motivation through participation in 

innovative learning activities, exploring the labour market using maths, science and technology. 

They became more confident and aware of their abilities, also the way they can use them after 

finishing school. Higher professional and language skills of partner schools’ teachers motivated 

them to implement modern approach in teaching practices. The partner schools improved 

quality of educational offer got teaching materials and tools and refined cooperation inside and 
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outside the institution. Throughout experiencing different cultures local communities widened 

their horizons and understood wealth and significance of the European Union better. 

6. Development of the project 

The partner schools organised a wide range of activities such as events and competitions in the 

field of science, mathematics and labour market, professional development workshops for 

teachers of the partner schools, video-conferences and exhibitions in school halls. Teachers 

planned and conducted innovative lessons based on good practice in partner schools and 

recommendations of educational institutions. Students did scientific experiments, then made 

videos which were published on the Internet. They also participated in events organised by 

educational or science institutions such as science centres, universities, museums and many 

others. As part of getting to know the labour market were held professional counselling classes 

and workshops on “Entrepreneurship and economy”, companies and job centres were visited. 

7. Reasons to be a successful mobility experience 

● They achieved the project objectives 

● Students gained knowledge, skills, attitudes, motivation, abilities, and values 

● They improved social, cultural, intercultural and language skills in the partner schools 

 

5.4. Bulgaria 
Case study 1. Promoting healthy living and intercultural dialogue for 

disadvantaged youth 

● Call for proposals: Erasmus Youth Exchange 

● Coordinating entity: Starry Start of Talents Foundation – Bulgarian coordinator 

Grupo Desportivo de São Pedro (Portugal) – host 

● Website 

1. Disadvantaged area (country, region, city…) 

The youth mobility experience took place in the Santa Maria Island, the Azores in the period 3-

15 December 2005. The activity was especially designed for young, disadvantaged people with 

limited opportunities. It involved 20 young people from Bulgaria, who have never had the 
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chance to travel abroad, due to economic reasons; and 20 local Azorean young people who live 

in a very small distant island and rarely have the chance to communicate with their peers from 

other countries. 

2. Reasons to be considered a disadvantaged area 

The mobility gave me the chance to see my life from new perspectives.  

First, I went abroad for the first time, and it was very inspiring and powerful experience. I deeply 

appreciate this opportunity. Otherwise, I would probably never have the chance to visit this 

beautiful and distant place in my life. 

Next, for me it was interesting to see how people live in such a small island, with only 5500 

inhabitants, compared to our neighbourhood Lyulin, where more than 100 000 residents. We 

realized how lonely young people feel in this place, and why they enjoyed so much our stay. It 

opened my eyes for a different meaning of “disadvantaged” – having very limited opportunities 

because you live in a very remote area. As if you are cast away somewhere in the end of the 

world. Although the nature is extremely beautiful, and people are very nice, I imagine, if I lived 

there, that I would feel like a prisoner sometimes. 

3. Target group 

Student, male, Bulgarian. At the time I participated in the mobility, I was 14 years old, in the 8th 

grade. 

4. Objective of the project and importance of the mobility 

The project aimed to promote healthy lifestyle, intercultural dialogue and environmental 

awareness. 

I was happy to engage in it, because I enjoy nature very much, I like hiking and I am also very 

keen about healthy nutrition. Also, I have never travelled abroad before, so I was also interested 

to travel and see new places, learn about how other people live. 

 

5. Personal and professional impact 

The mobility experience helped me to practice my English-speaking skills with foreigners. 

I improved my communication skills, because I tend to be an introvert. 
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I also gained intercultural knowledge - I learned a lot of new things about Portugal, the Azores 

island, the people who live in the Santa Maria island, about their traditions, crafts, nature, food, 

music, etc. 

I improved my self-awareness and responsibility as well. 

6. Development of the project 

It was a 10-days experience. The travel from Bulgaria to Azores islands and back took 2 days but 

was very interesting. We had several flights and we landed in Portugal, where we spent the day 

in Lisbon – a great town with a nice atmosphere. Then we took a small plane to Santa Maria 

Island, and we were met by the hosts and a group of young buddies. They took us to the hostel 

and then introduced us to the place. The next 8 days were full of different activities - we visited 

the local landmarks, a volcano, a forest, we went to the ocean. We communicated with our new 

friends, experienced local food, dances, and crafts, and spent time together. We painted a wall 

at the shore and participated in sports competitions. There were some challenges related to 

sharing the same space with so many young people, but it was also fun. I used the opportunity 

to practice my English with the local youth, which was also challenging at times. I enjoyed most 

of the food, as well. Of course, my family called me to check how I was every day, because it was 

the first time, I travelled by myself for so long. 

7. Reasons to be a successful mobility experience 

I learned a lot about myself, about other people and about other places and cultures. It was a 

very enriching opportunity. 

 

Case study 2. CRAFT: Co-working in Rural Areas to prepare young people 

for Future Trends 

● Call for proposals: Erasmus+ Mobility 

● Coordinating entity: DESA - Dubrovnik, Regionalni centar za izgradnju zajednice i razvoj 

civilnog drustva 

1. Disadvantaged area (country, region, city…) 

Exploring and acquiring skills for collaborative work environments in rural areas. 
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2. Reasons to be considered a disadvantaged area 

Unemployment of young people in rural areas is significant and this mobility was a training on 

how to motivate young people to explore possibilities there and how work in an favourable way 

related to environment. 

3. Target group 

Young people from different European countries. 

4. Objective of the project and importance of the mobility 

● Learn more about collaborative work environments in rural areas – how to establish 

them 

● Learn to work in a team with people from different countries 

● Explore rural places and connect the information of their situation and environment 

● Create a project during the mobility in a group with other young people from different 

countries 

5. Personal and professional impact 

I learnt a lot of things about Dubrovnik where the mobility was, about the countries of the other 

young people, what is collaborative workspace, different social initiatives, used my English a lot 

and learnt new words, also talked in English. It was my first travel alone and learnt a lot of things 

about how to organize my travel, to find the guest house, to have a budget and so on. 

6. Development of the project 

The travel alone was really a big lesson. There I needed to share a room with a person I did not 

know before, to be all the time in a group with a lot of people from other countries, I learned 

new things about possible activities, including social projects in small and rural areas, make a 

project. 

7. Reasons to be a successful mobility experience 

I learnt so many things and made new friends, I will be happy to go again on a mobility if the 

topic is also interesting to me. I know so many things about Dubrovnik, I learnt about online 

instrument I can use, I see that there so many things that the other young people and I like are 

the same and that we all have similar questions and problems. 
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Case Study 3. Digital Storytelling for Human Rights 

● Call for proposals: Erasmus Youth Exchange 

● Coordinating entity: Active Bulgaria Society 

● Website 

1. Disadvantaged area (country, region, city…) 

Visiting small village of Cyprus 

2. Reasons to be considered a disadvantaged area 

Living in a old farm and sharing room and living spaces with 10 people 

3. Target group 

Student, 17 years old, male, 11 grade, participant from Bulgaria 

4. Objective of the project and importance of the mobility 

● Learn about Human rights 

● Create several video projects 

● Exchange ideas in a multicultural environment 

5. Personal and professional impact 

● Improve self-confidence 

● Improve independency 

● Improve time management 

6. Development of the project 

It was a great learning personally and professionally experience for me, as it was a first time 

traveling abroad alone and spending two weeks with people from 5 different cultures. I did not 

face any difficulties in preparation phase but during the first days of the mobilities I had 

difficulties to understand other people speaking with different accents. I also needed some time 

to get used to share space with the other participants. 

7. Reasons to be a successful mobility experience 
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I came back with new knowledge about human rights and storytelling instruments, but also with 

new skills. From one side I learnt how to respect human rights and believes and got passioned 

with new digital technologies that you can use to share information with others in an attractive 

way. Personally, I became more independent and self-organized. I highly recommend youth 

exchange programs to other young people. 

 

Case study 4. English Language Course 

● Call for proposals: Summer Language School 

● Coordinating entity: Integral 

● Website 

1. Disadvantaged area (country, region, city…) 

Traveling to London with a group without my parents. 

2. Reasons to be considered a disadvantaged area 

Visiting conglomerate like London and using public transportation like subway for first time in 

my life. 

3. Target group 

Student, 16 years old, male, 10 grade, participant from Bulgaria 

4. Objective of the project and importance of the mobility 

● Learn English as a foreign language 

● Learn about new culture 

5. Personal and professional impact 

● Improved language skills 

● Improve independence skills 

6. Development of the project 

I liked this course a lot and return back to Bulgaria with a lot of new skills and experiences. I also 

made new friends and learn a lot about the British culture as I lived with a British family for three 

weeks. I wound out that they eat less than I was used to, so I had to adapt to their habits. 
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7. Reasons to be a successful mobility experience 

I definitely improved my language knowledge and also accent but in addition I got new skills 

such as adaptability, flexibility and critical thinking. 

 

Case study 5. Exchange with young people from another country 

● Call for proposals: School organized project 

● Coordinating entity: Secondary school with foreign language learning 

1. Disadvantaged area (country, region, city…) 

We lived in families in small towns. We did not know the hosts before, it was an exchange 

program and their daughter was supposed to come to my town and home but her visit was 

supposed in period that was unfortunately after covid started. And only went to her home and 

country. 

2. Reasons to be considered a disadvantaged area 

I needed to speak only in English and their language, eat food that is very different to the one I 

am used to, we could not go alone anywhere and culture and everything was very different. 

3. Target group 

Young people from Bulgaria and Israel. 

4. Objective of the project and importance of the mobility 

● Practice languages. 

● Learn more about each other countries. 

● Experience very different culture. 

● Explore sightseeing places. 

5. Personal and professional impact 

Very special experience learnt a lot about Israel, about many sightseeing places, about different 

traditions and food. Practice a lot of languages and saw how different it is to use the language 

in real situations. 
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6. Development of the project 

The exchange was organized by the school but from the moment we departed our country we 

have to be very self-organized. It was challenging to live in a family you do not know in a very 

different country. They were very hospitable and showed me so many things, I also talked to 

them about my country a lot. Now I am so much more confident and think I can easily travel 

again. 

7. Reasons to be a successful mobility experience 

Languages are very important and now I know how different it is when you are in real situations, 

when real people speak their language that sounds different from what you have learnt. I also 

know how different people and their cultures are and am happy that my hosts showed me so 

many things and told me about their traditions and way of life and so on. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.4. Romania 
Case study 1. European Partnership for the Acquisition of Key 

Competences and Practical Skills in Electricity, Project number: 2016-1-

RO01-KA102-023671 

Call for proposals: international level 
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Coordinating entity: Barceltecnica (Portugal) and SyCo SL (Spain) as a coordinators; Associação 

Intercultural Amigos (Portugal) and Da Mobilidade and Mep Europrojects Granada (Spain) as a 

support organisation 

Website 

Media resources: 

● http://colegiulenergetic.ro/noutati/revista_erasmus.pdf 

● http://colegiulenergetic.ro/Copied-Proiect-POSDRU-%E2%80%9EPa%C8%99i-

%C3%AEn-educa%C8%9Bia-tuturor%E2%80%9D.php 

 

1. Disadvantaged area 

The project is implemented in the city of Iasi. 

2. Reasons to be considered a disadvantaged area 

The demographical analysis forecasts that young population (0-14 years) will experience a 

significant decrease in the next decades, by almost 1.6 million people. The continuing population 

decline has the same trend for the school-age population, 7-14 years, but also for the population 

school-age population 15-24 years, (the decrease is estimated by 2060 to 49.4%). 

Although the Iasi city represents a thriving area from the economical point of view, comparing 

to the other cities in the North-Est region, the monthly revenue level in the area is quite low 

compared to the national average. There is also a low foreign investment in the region, 

comparing to other regions and there is a big demand and also potential for the diversification 

of economic activities. 

Many upper secondary education and higher education students are commuters in the area of 

Iasi putting these categories in risk of failure of drop out.  The share of students in VET in the Iasi 

county in 2016-2017 in rural areas was of 21%, smaller than in Botoșani (31,66%), but higher 

than in Vaslui (15,11%), Neamt (12,6%), or Bacau (10.9%) according to the Local Action Plan For 

Education (PLAI) 2018 - 2025. 

3. Target group 
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The target group of this project consists of 15 high school students from the 10th grade, studying 

the electrical training specialisation, together with two accompanying teachers and a monitoring 

teacher. 

Out of the 350 students attending the day program of the high school, around not less than 70% 

live in rural areas, most of them being commuters. The students come from families with a 

limited education, facing in many cases unemployment as well as a precarious material situation, 

which leads to the migration of their parents to European Union countries. 17% of the school's 

students have one or both parents working abroad, a phenomenon that often leads to the break-

up of families. Also 18% of day school students are materially supported by the Social 

Programme High School Vouchers, and most vocational school students have opted for these 

courses because they receive vocational scholarships through the government programme. 

30 students from the 10th grade of the high school, are specialising in the Electrical training 

giving them the chance to enter in the upper cycle of the high school in the qualification of 

Electrical Installation Technician and Automotive Electrician Technician. Their practical training 

period consists of 60 hours out of the 90 hours of the CDL module „Applications of electrical 

equipment" according to the curriculum approved by OMECTS. 3331/ 25.02.2010. 

4. Objective of the project and importance of the mobility 

The project aims to provide students with a valid alternative to practical training to increase the 

quality of vocational training for better career opportunities and employability. 

The project objectives were: 

● Establish a sustainable partnership to ensure the quality of vocational training for pupils 

and increase the occupational mobility of future graduates 

● Facilitate students' adaptation to diverse professional, social and cultural environments 

by improving communication skills in English and developing values and attitudes 

specific to democracy, 

● Developing in the grade 10th students transferable ECVET competences such as 

teamwork, integration into the workplace, transition from school to work as well as 

practical skills that lay the foundation for training in the electrical field, 

● Assessing their level of preparation in relation to the requirements of a job and 

developing responsibility for the specific tasks. 
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5. Personal and professional impact 

The mobility has had a strong personal and professional impact on both the participants 

themselves and to the specialisation and school ethos in general. Training through a European 

placement provided the participants the chance to compare education systems, to understand 

how the companies are equipped with electrical equipment, and how they select their staff, and 

they carry out their work. During the practical training which lasted for two weeks, the 

participants were assigned in groups to different companies and carrying out various activities 

(understanding the structure of the organization, the workplace, the skills required by the job, 

the practical activities of selecting components, making connections, and checking functionality 

by measuring parameters in low voltage electrical installations). They acquired key 

competences, such as the application according to the European standards of the occupational 

health and safety legislation, taking action to avoid occupational health and safety risks, taking 

environmental protection measures, broadening the cultural horizons, becoming aware of 

certain European values and of their belonging to a united Europe. During the internship, the 

students demonstrated at the selected company’s seriousness and mastery of the theoretical 

grounds of the processes. 

The Associação Intercultural Amigos da Mobilidade, which was a partner in the project 

complemented the cultural training of the participants with visits to various historical sites in 

the city of Barcelos. The students visited the historical centre, the Catholic Church, the City Hall 

Tower and other relevant sites. On the weekend the students went on cultural excursions to 

Guimaraes, Braga and Porto, where they visited the citadels, the historic city centres and 

touristic attractions (the Bom Jesus Sanctuary, the train station built by Gustave Eiffel, the city 

tower, the Ribeira region, boat trip on the Douro river and UNESCO World Heritage architectural 

monuments such as the Luis I Bridge, the Serra Do Pilar Monastery). All the students involved in 

the project develop their communication skills in English through additional training with 

qualified staff and were introduced to the Portuguese language. 

The vocational training placement abroad was recognised and validated through Europass 

Mobility certificates which are valued on the European labour market and therefore contribute 

to the formation of solid portfolios of the future graduates. 

From an institutional perspective, the placement meant opening a path towards collaboration 

with European electrical companies, enhancing the theoretical component of the high school 

learning with a practical component, responding to the main need of the future technological 
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high school graduate to benefit from a specialized training as close as possible to the real 

environment, to the labour market. The participants are preparing to work in the electrical 

sector or to open their own business and the field needs well qualified professionals, offering 

expertise in the promotion and provision of services. To this end, the Technical College „Dimitrie 

Leonida” provided a comprehensive specialist training for the future workers in this field of 

vocational training. 

6. Development of the project 

The participants achieved this personal and professional impact through a well and detailed plan 

and implementation according to the quality standards proposed by the Erasmus + manuals. 

The students benefited of specific preparation programme: 

● Pedagogical training of 15 hours - (presentation of the Erasmus + programme, the KA1 

action Learning Mobility of Individuals",  the Europass Mobility certificate, the Mobility 

Tool base, how to recognise and transfer learning outcomes using the ECVET tool, the 

partners organisational culture, the internal rules, the conditions of employment, the 

way of carrying out the practical activities, the general and specific rules of work safety 

technique and PSI at the place of the work programme, the risks that may arise during 

travel and mobility, as well as solutions to prevent or resolve them), 

● Linguistic training of 40 hours (receiving written and oral messages in English, decoding 

technical terms specific to the electrical field in the documentation of electrical 

installations and equipment, understanding, solving and reporting work tasks during the 

placement) with a final test at the end of the period scaled for a minimum of A2 level 

according to the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages and 

language certificates issued attesting their level of English communication skills. 

● Cultural training of 10 hours (facilitating the socio-cultural integration of the mobility 

participants, by acquiring knowledge about Portuguese culture, civilization, history and 

geographical aspects). 

● Formative assessment was carried out by completing evaluation sheets, observation 

sheets and by daily completing the practice activity diary. At the end of each week, self-

evaluation sheets were filled in and the teacher who accompanied the group of students 

on the placement filled in the observation sheet of the activity carried out by each 

participant in the training placement, focusing on the aimed acquisitions: 
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● Strengthening attitudes and behaviours demanded by the respective competencies - 

responsibility, consideration for others, leadership, confidence in one's own strengths, 

relations with adults and colleagues, tolerance towards others, etc., 

● Academic qualities - creativity, language skills, professional skills and competences, 

work discipline, acquired knowledge, cooperation, critical thinking, discipline, 

● Completing the personal portfolio with the products produced during the three weeks 

of training. 

● The trainees received grades according to the work carried out in each week and to the 

evaluation observation sheets of the training and the work carried out by each 

participant during the training period are attached to the training project portfolio.  At 

the end of the traineeship, the participants of this project were invited to the Amigos da 

Mobilidade headquarters and, in a festive setting, the organizers handed them the 

traineeship certificate. Each student had the opportunity to express their opinion on the 

activities carried out, on how the internship was organised and on the impact of the 

project on themself. The certificates of competence were used for issuing the Europass 

Mobility document by certifying the competences obtained through the activities 

carried out while the Europass mobility documents showed the skills acquired during 

the placement. On the part of the sending institution there was a permanent follow-up 

by the project coordinator and the project management team. 

7. Reasons to be a successful mobility experience 

The impressions of the traineeship participants indicate a very positive experience making it a 

successful mobility for them: 

● By getting involved in the project, the Dimitrie Leonida" Technical College has helped us 

to prepare for a fully - socially and professionally integrate into the society and the 

labour market. In Portugal, a country with a well-developed industry, we learned how 

to relate to the work team of the host organisation - Barceltecnica. We discovered how 

to solve certain problems related to the selection, assembly and checking of electrical 

components and we acquired communication skills in a foreign language, as we took 

part in English language courses in the country, under the guidance of our teacher. I`ll 

certainly put into practice the information I learned in the high-school classes and 

became more confident in my ability to work in successful companies in the future. 

Moreover, I explored a European country, discovered its culture, a good part of its 
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traditions, visited important sights in the north of Portugal, things I would not have been 

able to do on my own. I recommend all high school students to take advantage of such 

an opportunity and to get involved with the confidence that they have only to gain"- 

student Marian Mătăsaru, 10th B class. 

● Participating in the Erasmus+ project was a wonderful experience in which I gained 

knowledge in the electrical field, I learned to have more self-confidence, but not only 

that, I visited various tourist monuments such as the castle of Guimaraes, the town of 

Viana do Castelo, the city of Braga, the wine cellars of Porto, I took a boat ride in Porto 

and admired the beauty of the city. One of the things I particularly liked was the way we 

were received by our mentors for two weeks, the warmth and hospitality of the locals" 

pupil Maria Podaru - 10th A class. 

● The internship helped me to overcome some limits. I learned what it means to be serious 

at work, how important it is to be punctual, to be responsible and to work in a team. I 

lived every moment of the internship intensely, so I enjoyed all the outings, excursions, 

team games, nice evenings that the representatives of the host organization prepared 

for us and I understood how important it is to combine the useful with the pleasant."- 

student Huluță Paul Sergiu, 10th grade A. 

 

 

 

 

Case study 2. Act Green! (I) 

● Call for proposals : Erasmus+ Ka2 

● Coordinating entity and partners  

● Huutijarven Koulu, Kangasala, Finland - coordinator,  

● Vihola Koulu, Nokia, Finland, 

● Istituto Compresivo Gambettola, Italy,  

● Agrupamento de Escolas de Vialonga, Portugal,  

● Dimotiko Scholeio Plateos Imathias, Greece  

● Școală Profesională Tiberiu Morariu Salva, Romania (Prof. Coord. Vasilica Gâzdac) 
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More resources: 

● eTwinning project  

● Project Facebook page 

1. Disadvantaged area  

Romania, North-West Region, Bistrița-Năsăud County, Salva commune 

2. Reasons to be considered a disadvantaged area 

Salva is a small commune, with a population of approximately 2700 inhabitants, located near 

the town of Năsăud, in Bistrița-Năsăud county. 

At the locality level there are not many opportunities to get a job, the labour market being 

represented mainly by low-capacity economic agents (maximum 30 employees), PFAs or 

Family Associations. Thus, for a large part of the active population, the only option to provide 

employment is to commute to the neighbouring town, Năsăud or to other, but more distant 

localities. The main branch of the local economy remains subsistence farming, in which most 

of the active population works to ensure their livelihood. 

From the perspective of access to utilities and basic services, the commune has an Internet 

network coverage of only 30% of households, the drinking water network exists only on the 

main street (approx. 7 km) and there is no gas network. 

Regarding the educational offer, there is a kindergarten, primary and secondary school, but for 

the upper secondary level the commune has only vocational education of three years, which is 

not an attraction for future graduates of the gymnasium cycle. In order to continue their high 

school studies, students must commute to Năsăud (4 km away), to the city of Bistrița - the 

county seat (28 km away) or to other nearby cities. The town of Năsăud is easily accessible to 

the inhabitants of Salva, by means of public transport, the short distance allowing the daily 

commute. However, there are no study programs in Năsăud that could satisfy all career 

aspirations, and for students who want a certain educational standard or different specific 

study programs (such as the military one), the options are more distant, for instance only in 

Alba Iulia. 

3. Target group 
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Upper primary and lower secondary school students (10-12 years old) from Salva commune. Six 

students were involved in the mobility of the interviewed student, held in the Portuguese 

capital, Lisbon, all of them boys, and the selection criteria were related to the students' 

willingness and willingness to participate and their conversational knowledge of English. 

4. Objective of the project and importance of the mobility 

● Increasing environmentally responsible behaviors for 50 students from Salva commune, 

aged between 10-12 years. 

● Increasing digital skills for 10 primary school teachers and from various specializations 

in the STEM area belonging to the Salva school. 

● The transfer of at least 2 good ecological educational practices from the partner schools 

in the educational space of the participating school from Salva commune. 

5. Personal and professional impact 

For the interviewed student, the project activities were pleasant because, in addition to the 

educational component, through which he learned about pollution, about the factors and 

effects of pollution in the partner localities and ways to reduce, through personal behavior, 

pollution, his involvement in the project helped him to improve his English skills and created the 

context for befriending children from partner teams. As a personal preference, he was very 

excited to have the opportunity to learn and play baseball for the first time. 

6. Development of the project  

The project period was implemented between 1.09.2018 and 31.08.2021, being initially 

designed for 24 months, but later extended by another 12 months, due to the pandemic. 

The project activities focused on the study of plants and animals from the participating 

countries, meteorological phenomena, climate change, recycling, pollution and sustainable 

development.  

During the exchange visits and collaborative activities were developed calendars, Wordclouds 

posters, virtual maps with endangered animal species (via Zeemap and Thinklink), collaborative 

videos and outdoor games, vegetable gardens in school space, digital puzzles (Jinsawplanet), 

science experiments, studying pollution research, teaching activities, environmental lesson 

plans and a book on nature parks in Europe. 
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7. Reasons to be a successful mobility experience  

Participation in the project is considered by the interviewed student as a positive experience, 

the three main reasons being that the activities in the project created the context for him (1) to 

develop his English language skills, (2) to interact with children from other countries and 

different cultures and (3) to visit places that are representative for the local environment and 

culture of Lisbon..  

 

Case study 3. Act Green! (II) 

● Call for proposals : Erasmus+ Ka2 

● Coordinating entity and partners  

● Huutijarven Koulu, Kangasala, Finland - coordinator,  

● Vihola Koulu, Nokia, Finland, 

● Istituto Compresivo Gambettola, Italy,  

● Agrupamento de Escolas de Vialonga, Portugal,  

● Dimotiko Scholeio Plateos Imathias, Greece  

● Școală Profesională Tiberiu Morariu Salva, Romania (Prof. Coord. Vasilica Gâzdac) 

Website and website2 

1. Disadvantaged area  

Bistrița-Năsăud County, Salva commune 

 

2. Reasons to be considered a disadvantaged area 

Salva is a small commune, with a population of approximately 2700 inhabitants, located near 

the town of Năsăud, in Bistrița-Năsăud county. 

At the locality level there are not many opportunities to get a job, the labour market being 

represented mainly by low-capacity economic agents (maximum 30 employees), PFAs or 

Family Associations. Thus, for a large part of the active population, the only option to provide 

employment is to commute to the neighbouring town, Năsăud or to other, but more distant 
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localities. The main branch of the local economy remains subsistence farming, in which most 

of the active population works to ensure their livelihood. 

From the perspective of access to utilities and basic services, the commune has an Internet 

network coverage of only 30% of households, the drinking water network exists only on the 

main street (approx. 7 km) and there is no gas network. 

Regarding the educational offer, there is a kindergarten, primary and secondary school, but for 

the upper secondary level the commune has only vocational education of three years, which is 

not an attraction for future graduates of the gymnasium cycle. In order to continue their high 

school studies, students must commute to Năsăud (4 km away), to the city of Bistrița - the 

county seat (28 km away) or to other nearby cities. The town of Năsăud is easily accessible to 

the inhabitants of Salva, by means of public transport, the short distance allowing the daily 

commute. However, there are no study programs in Năsăud that could satisfy all career 

aspirations, and for students who want a certain educational standard or different specific 

study programs (such as the military one), the options are more distant, for instance only in 

Alba Iulia. 

3. Target group 

The target group is upper primary and lower secondary school students (10-12 years old) 

interested in environmental education. Only pupils who expressed an interest and who had an 

average level of conversational in English at the minimum, were included in the mobility 

streams. Some difficulties were encountered as „not all of them knew the language perfectly, 

but mainly we have managed to communicate well with the foreign counterparts".  

The student interviewed is in the 7th grade, is 13 years old and participated in a one-week 

mobility to Nokia, Finland in early 2021. Personal hobbies include video games, which he admits 

he spends „quite a lot of time on". So, after coming home from school, he eats lunch, does the 

homework, but without a fixed schedule, learns if he has any test the next day, relaxes a bit and 

then plays. Another passion is Robotics inspired by the teacher who organizes Sunday robotics 

classes with Mrs. Vasilica Gâzdac. At the robotics club, the whole class works with Legos and 

assembles motorized toys. In the younger classes they take part in the village or county 

educational Olympics (Olimpiade). His occupational aspirations lean towards either the military 

or the medicine, and he also has a particular passion for anatomy. 

4. Objective of the project and importance of the mobility 
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● Increase environmentally responsible behaviour for 50 students aged 10-12 years old 

through the implementation of project activities over a period of 24 months; 

● Increasing digital competences for 10 teachers of primary education and different STEM 

subjects by implementing the project activities over a period of 24 months; 

● Transfer of at least 2 good environmental educational practices from the partner schools 

to the Romanian school educational space. 

5. Personal and professional impact 

The one week-long experience was not considered to be too short, as this learning experience 

in a foreign culture was felt very strongly. „We have worked from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. speaking only 

English, which was a test of all our English language skills". 

6. Development of the project  

The project period was from 1.09.2018 to 31.08.2021 and was initially written for 24 months, 

but extended by another 12 months due to the pandemic. The European Development Plan 

included eTwinning projects, exchange visits for groups of pupils, collaborative activities and 

multiple mobility activities (e.g. in the project Let's go green! project, short mobility trips were 

organised for different teams of pupils in all partner countries). In addition the school also 

organised partnerships and pupil exchanges with other schools at national level (e.g. Bistra).  

Mobility at the school in Nokia, FInland included activities at the host school as well as outdoor 

activities on environmental protection in general and waste recycling in particular. The student 

teams did not have different roles defined, but the engagement in different activities was made 

as needed. The project team proposed a timetable for the whole week with 30-minute breaks 

between activities which were thoroughly used for socialising in peer groups. The hosts made 

presentations about interesting local and national places and monuments. An important follow-

up activity to the activities during the mobilities was the creation of drawings about winter birds 

by pupils from all partner schools. 

The mobility planned to be organised in Greece, was organised online due to the high rate of 

COVID infection. Articles about the project were published in the local newspaper.  

7. Reasons to be a successful mobility experience  

The student finds the experience particularly enjoyable primarily because of being the first 

experience in a foreign country, due to the opportunity to practice the English language in real 
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life contexts, and the discovery of another culture. The theme of the project overlapped with a 

recent own interest in ecology and the reuse of waste responded to his interests. There were no 

possibilities to use what was learnt locally, as the village is very small (2000 inhabitants), but 

some measures are implemented locally (selective waste collection). 

Participating in the project was also an opportunity for personal development, strengthening 

practical communication skills in English, as well as getting to know other places and recycling 

waste. He learned to socialise naturally in intercultural contexts. „I learned to socialise better, 

talking to so many foreign people helped me .. I learned a lot about Finland and the ways they 

use waste .. I felt that what they were presenting was not just something theoretical for them, 

but represented things that were well integrated into their current work. I was surprised to see 

that there were no rubbish on the street". The students helped each other to cope with direct 

communication situations with students from the host schools and reported a significant 

development of their presentation and team collaboration skills. 

 

Case study 4. Proud of  Being European (I) 

● Call for proposals: Erasmus+ 

● Coordinating entity and partners: Centro Publico Integrado La Jota (Zaragoza, Spain) 

with partner schools from France, Italy, Poland, Portugal, Romania 

● Website: 

● Website of the Romanian partner school:  

● Project link 

● eTwinning project 

1. Disadvantaged area  

 Vadu Părului, a village in Albeşti-Paleologu Commune, Prahova County, Romania. School with 

grades I-VIII "Inv. Radu Ion". 

2. Reasons to be considered a disadvantaged area 

Vadu Părului is a commune in Albeşti-Paleologu Commune, Prahova County, Romania, with a 

population of 1924 inhabitants1, located 20 km from the county capital city of Ploieşti. According 

                                                           
1 Data source: https://github.com/catalin87/baza-de-date-localitati-romania  
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to the description in the school profile, on the European Youth Portal2, one third of the pupils of 

the school with grades I-VIII, Vadu Părului, come from poor or single-parent families, sometimes 

the parents are working abroad and the children remain in the care of their grandparents. There 

are also students with special needs, but also a student (re)coming to the country from Spain, 

where he was born and previously went to school. In each class there are students with parents 

who have gone abroad to work, according to the same source. 

Among the problems reported by the interviewed student (boy, 12 years old,  6th grade,), is the 

fact that there is no (public) library in the village, and also the general look of the village: 

”It is nice to visit, see many interesting things, but it doesn’t look so good. I mean is a village. 

There are not so many new things constructed there.” (S.U, 6th grade. ) 

3. Target group 

Direct beneficiaries: 25 students and 6 teachers – Romania . 

Indirect beneficiaries: pupils and teachers in primary and secondary school from "Inv. Radu Ion" 

Secondary School, Vadu Părului, Prahova County. 

 At the project level: 150 students and 25 teachers. 

Both boys and girls (more girls) participated. The students were selected based on their 

expressed intention to participate and the school results (an average over 8 in the foreign 

language). The interviewed student is a boy in the sixth grade (4th grade at the time of mobility), 

12 years old. 

 

4. Objective of the project and importance of the mobility 

The project aims for the pupils and teachers involved to learn about the values of cultural 

heritage, about social inclusion, to develop their key competences, those of communication in 

English, but also to promote local values and traditions through intercultural dialogues3. More 

specifically, the objectives of the project, as defined by its coordinator, are: 

                                                           
2 https://europa.eu/youth/volunteering/organisation/62594_ro  
3 https://edict.ro/erasmus-in-scoala-gimnaziala-invatator-radu-ion/  
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● To understand diversity and develop social skills for students and teachers focusing on 

the European value; 

● To foster our students' understanding of European citizenship spirit of tolerance 

towards other people, no matter their gender, religious beliefs, origin, political leanings 

or sexual orientation; 

● To exchange different good practices in the participant schools, later to be 

implemented; 

● To support oral learning through creative activities; 

● To promote an intercultural dialogue to strengthen our students' peer empathy, 

integrity and knowledge about diversity and inclusion in multicultural society nowadays. 

● For the interviewed student, one of the reasons for the participation was the practice 

of communication skills in English, outside the context of the school. He participated in 

a mobility action in Italy (December 2019), where he visited cities and came into contact 

with the traditions of other countries (France, Spain, Poland, Italy). 

5. Personal and professional impact 

The mobility experience was a beneficial one for the interviewed student, both from a school 

and social point of view:  

"I practiced my English, I learned about things in other countries. [...] Mobility in Italy was my 

first Erasmus experience, the first time I even spoke to someone in English in a continuous 

dialogue for a week. I was proud of myself for doing it. I learned to communicate better in English, 

to be more friendly and to cope in new situations. I would love to be able to visit my friends in 

Poland! “ (S.U., 6th grade) 

On the other hand, less pleasant aspects were also mentioned, such as the intensity of the 

activities:  

"I liked it a lot, but what I didn't like is that we had to walk a lot, and we got tired, often. We had 

to do a lot of activities, in different places, to visit." (S.U., 6th grade) 

6. Development of the project  

According to the statements of the project coordinator, during the pandemic the activities were 

carried out on the eTwinning platform, as since the beginning of the project it has been 

established to carry out activities on this educational platform as well. The National Quality Label 
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for this project was also obtained in 2021, a title offered by eTwinning Romania4. From 2019 to 

February 2022, there were 2 face-to-face mobilities at the partner school in Italy and at the host 

school in Spain. Due to restrictions and for the safety of participants in certain schools, in 

October 2021, Romanian teachers and students participated together with the school in Italy, 

online, in the mobility organized by the school in France, in a hybrid way of mobility. In the 

following months (after February 2022, n.n.) by the end of the school year, mobility actions are 

planned in 3 schools in the project. 

For the interviewed student, participation also meant assuming a unique role: that of translator. 

Thus, due to his very good English skills, he was assigned within the Romanian team, the role of 

interpreter in discussions with the other students, although he was the youngest, by age. 

7. Reasons to be a successful mobility experience  

The participation in the project of the interviewed student can be considered successful, due to 

the personal benefits obtained, such as practicing English language skills, getting to know people 

from other cultures, customs and traditions from other European countries. Here's how the 

student describes his experience: 

"Among the common activities I liked was the evening when I danced. Each country presented a 

specific dance. We wore folk costumes and presented "The Shepherd" dance. They all looked at 

us with interest. I talked to several children. I befriended the Polish partners, with whom I 

managed to communicate in English, not only at activities, but also in the hotel room, which I 

shared with them." (S.U., 6th grade)5 

On the other hand, the project coordinator mentions the following tangible and intangible 

results of the project6:  

● A good collaboration and communication with all the project partners;  

● Exchange of best practices between partner schools through digital resources, 

pedagogical methods and teaching techniques;  

● Carrying out joint work through collaboration using various digital tools: e-books, 

posters, videos;  

                                                           
4 School with grades I-VIII "Inv. Radu Ion", Vadu Părului is also eTwinning School. 
5 Source:  A(p)titudini-Revistă semestrială a elevilor şi a profesorilor- Școala gimnaziala "Inv. Radu Ion”, 
Vadu Părului, no. 9/2020, page.9. 
 
6 Source: online comunication with the GL researchers. 
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● Awareness of European values, of the uniqueness of each country;  

● Promoting cultural and intercultural dialogue, tolerance;  

● Working in international teams;  

● Improving social skills in the European context;  

● Making a European Artistic Corner in each school;  

● Developing a Cultural and Linguistic Guide for each mobility; 

 

Case study 5. Proud of Being European (II) 

● Call for proposals: Erasmus + 

● Coordinating entity and partners: Centro Publico Integrado La Jota (Zaragoza, Spain) 

with partner schools from France, Italy, Poland, Portugal, Romania 

● Website  

● Website of the Romanian partner school  

● Project link 

● eTwinning project 

● Project Facebook page  

1. Disadvantaged area  

 Vadu Părului, a village in Albeşti-Paleologu Commune, Prahova County, Romania. School with 

grades I-VIII "Inv. Radu Ion", Vadu Părului. 

 

 

2. Reasons to be considered a disadvantaged area 

Vadu Părului is a village in Albeşti-Paleologu Commune, Prahova County, Romania, with a 

population of 1924 inhabitants, located 20 km from the county capital city of Ploieşti. According 

to the description in the school profile, on the European Youth Portal, one third of the pupils of 

the school with grades I-VIII, Vadu Părului, come from poor or single-parent families, sometimes 

the parents are working abroad and the children remain in the care of their grandparents. There 

are also students with special needs, but also a student (re)coming to the country from Spain, 
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where he was born and previously went to school. In each class there are students with parents 

who have gone abroad to work, according to the same source. 

3. Target group 

Direct beneficiaries: 25 students and 6 teachers from Romania. 

Indirect beneficiaries: pupils and teachers in primary and secondary school from "Inv. Radu Ion" 

Secondary School, Vadu Părului, Prahova County. 

 At the project level: 150 students and 25 teachers. 

The target group were secondary school students and teachers from the School with grades I-

VIII, Vadu Părului. The students were selected based on their expressed intention to participate 

and the school results (an average over 8 in the foreign language), but also for participation and 

involvement in other extracurricular projects and activities. Both boys and girls (more girls) 

participated.  

The interviewed student is a girl in the sixth grade now (4th grade at the time of mobility), 13 

years old, and with her 4 other girls and two teachers participated in  mobility to Spain. 

4. Objective of the project and importance of the mobility 

The project aims for the pupils and teachers involved to learn about the values of cultural 

heritage, about social inclusion, to develop their key competences, those of communication in 

English, but also to promote local values and traditions through intercultural dialogues. More 

specifically, the objectives of the project, as defined by its coordinator, are: 

● To understand diversity and develop social skills for students and teachers focusing on 

the European value; 

● To foster our students' understanding of European citizenship spirit of tolerance 

towards other people, no matter their gender, religious beliefs, origin, political leanings 

or sexual orientation; 

● To exchange different good practices in the participant schools, later to be 

implemented; 

● To support oral learning through creative activities; 

● To promote an intercultural dialogue to strengthen our students' peer empathy, 

integrity and knowledge about diversity and inclusion in multicultural society nowadays. 
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For the interviewed student, the reasons for participation was socializing with lesser known 

people to overcome barriers of shyness but also practicing communication skills in English 

because she wants to continue to attend a high school with a bilingual English-Italian profile.  

She participated in a mobility event in Spain, in the city of Zaragoza in February 2020, during 

which she participated in fun activities, combining different types of art: music, traditional and 

contemporary dances, Picasso- "Guernica" - collaborative drawing. She learned about the 

culture of partners in France, Spain, Poland and Italy through interactive games and explored 

the city of the 3 civilizations, also known as the Florence of Spain. 

5. Personal and professional impact 

Following the mobility experience, the interviewed student related that she learned a lot of 

interesting things and that she sees it as a beneficial experience due people's interactions. She 

believes that such an experience shapes your character and develops your skills in a recreational-

social way, preparing you for life (both professionally and personally). After participating in the 

project, she learned to be more courageous, more daring to communicate in foreign languages 

(English and Italian), and made new friends, and also had the opportunity to learn about Spanish 

culture and civilization but also to learn about the culture of the other partner countries through 

various fun activities. 

6. Development of the project  

The period of a project was between 1.09.2019 and 31.08.2021 being originally written for 24 

months, due to the pandemic, the project was extended by 12 months, so it will end on August 

31, 2022. 

According to the statements of the project coordinator, during the pandemic the activities were 

carried out on the eTwinning platform, as since the beginning of the project it has been 

established to carry out activities on this educational platform as well. The National Quality Label 

for this project was also obtained in 2021, a title offered by eTwinning Romania. From 2019 to 

February 2022, there were 2 face-to-face mobilities at the partner school in Italy and at the host 

school in Spain. Due to restrictions and for the safety of participants in certain schools, in 

October 2021, Romanian teachers and students participated together with the school in Italy, 

online, in the mobility organized by the school in France, in a hybrid way of mobility. In the 

following months (after February 2022, n.n.) by the end of the school year, mobility actions are 

planned in 3 schools in the project. 
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The second mobility within the Erasmus + PROUD OF BEING EUROPEAN project took place on 

February 9-15, with the participation of 5 students and two professors from the "Inv. Radu Ion" 

Secondary School. The hosts were partners from Spain, from the "La JOTA" College in Zaragoza, 

the coordinating school of the project. They had the opportunity to collaborate and get to know 

the other participating teams from Italy, France, Poland and Portugal during the 5 days full of 

wonderful activities. 

The CPI La Jota coordinating school prepared some fun activities, combining different types of 

art: music, traditional and contemporary dances, but also a collaborative drawing through which 

children, in mixed teams, gave color to Picasso's work - "Guernica". 

The culture of the partners was learned through interactive games and they explored the city of 

the 3 civilizations, also known as the ”Florence of Spain ”through a trip. 

7. Reasons to be a successful mobility experience  

Participating in this mobility project is considered by the student interviewed as a beneficial 

experience, because she was given the opportunity to get acquainted with the traditions, 

civilizations, culture and norms of other European countries such as Spain, Portugal, France, 

Italy, Poland, thus helping to build an overview of the European Union, through multiple 

examples, not just from the ones read. She also learned to communicate much better, directly 

with other people, in a foreign language, as well as learning new words from other languages 

(Italian, Spanish). At the same time, she managed to make friends and collaborate in a team with 

children from other countries. 

As a result of her experience, she learned to be more courageous, more daring to communicate 

in foreign languages.  

 

5.5 UK 
Case Study 1: in Birmingham 

● Call for proposals: Erasmus+ 

● Coordinating entity: South and City College 

● Website: Not available 
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 Description of the experience 

1. Disadvantaged area (country, region, city…) 

Birmingham, UK 

 2. Reasons to be considered a disadvantaged area 

Birmingham is the 7th most deprived local authority in England, with approximately 43% of the 

population living in disadvantaged neighbourhoods. Moreover, 51% of youngsters under the age 

of 16 are living in the 10% most deprived areas in England. Birmingham is also the most deprived 

authority in the West Midlands Metropolitan area and is currently ranked the third most 

deprived English Core City after Liverpool and Manchester. 

Furthermore, deprivation is most heavily clustered in the area surrounding the city centre, 

where the college is based and students attending school in this area often experience poorer 

educational outcomes, thus leading to fewer employment opportunities in later life. 

3. Target group 

58 students at Birmingham’s South and City College - IT and business specialisations   

4. Objective of the project and importance of the mobility 

The students aimed to increase their readiness for entering the job market and future 

employment opportunities, with a series of work experience placements in the Republic of 

Ireland while also broadening their confidence, raising their ambitions and aspirations and 

experience life abroad. 

5. Personal and professional impact 

Student: being part of the project has been incredible. I have gained practical experience that I 

can use for writing my CV, after being placed at an accountancy firm.  I can now begin to see a 

clearer career path for myself. I have been able to form relationships with the people I worked 

with and developed an understanding of what working as part of a team actually involves. In 

addition, I could get a taste of life abroad and it made me consider what living and work 

opportunities there are outside of the UK. 
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6. Development of the project 

The mobility experience included a two-week work placement in Ireland with the aim of 

improving the students’ academic results and job prospects. Participants in the project were 

placed with local council and accountancy firms, among others. Previous to departure, the 

students were assisted in choosing the right placement for them and their future by lecturers 

who worked closely with the young people and encouraged parental involvement in the 

placement process. One of the goals was to also widen participation beyond the traditional 

male-skewed base for the subjects involved by encouraging applications from people with 

special educational needs (SEN). The visits to Ireland proved to be informative as the college was 

in the process of introducing T-Level qualifications, which require a three-month work 

placement. Whilst the shorter-term project in Ireland made the students more employable, it 

also gave the college experience in arranging the placements and overseeing their operation. 

 7. Reasons to be a successful mobility experience 

 Some of the most important outcomes for student participating in the programme can be 

described as: 

● Gaining practical skills from work placements that will increase the knowledge 

developed during academic work 

● Facilitating the process of students  receiving attractive propositions from prospective 

employers 

● Gaining an understanding of the importance of IT and business processes in relation to 

the impact that will have on the UK economy going forward 

● Improving students’ softer skills such as timekeeping, understanding of the need to go 

to work and absence management. 

More information can be found at: https://www.erasmusplus.org.uk/stories/uk-country.html 

Case study 2: EXCISE - European eXperiences for Confidence in Skills and 

Employability 

● Call for proposals: Erasmus+ VET learner and staff mobility 

● Coordinating entity: North West Regional College (NWRC) 

● Website: Not available 
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1. Disadvantaged area (country, region, city…) 

Northern Ireland 

2. Reasons to be considered a disadvantaged area 

Two of the college’s campuses are situated in Londonderry and Strabane, which have high levels 

of economically, socially and geographically deprivation.  A high percentage of students at the 

college are classed as coming from low socio-economic backgrounds and low participation 

neighbourhoods. 

During the period 2015-2016, approximately 19,000 students were enrolled at NWRC, of which 

1,500 were from a low-income background and 10,025 came from low-participation 

neighbourhoods. Moreover, 155 students identified as BME, and 15.36% of students declared 

having a disability. Between 2014 and 2017 55 students from a disadvantaged background out 

of 165 students in total participated in a mobility programme. 

3. Target group 

This project provided European eXperiences for Confidence in Skills and Employability (EXCISE) 

for 16 staff Training opportunities to Germany  and Portugal, 21 VET exchanges in vocational 

institutions for participants with special needs and 4 Training/Teaching assignments 

(accompanying adults) to Denmark. The students participating in the project were all young 

people with special needs, learning difficulties and disabilities. Staff participants were teaching 

staff and technicians from apprenticeship training environments and those with a background 

in information learning technology who explored opportunities for learning through non-formal 

environments as a means of increasing vocational and employability skills. 

4. Objective of the project and importance of the mobility 

The project aimed to offer opportunities to gain wider experience in skills and employability for 

students and staff and accustom them with mechanisms used in other countries with a focus on 

the non-formal learning environment.  In particular, the project aimed to provide an unique and 

innovative educational, training and cultural experience for persons with Special Needs, 

Learning Difficulties and Disabilities.  

5. Personal and professional impact 
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I feel that this experience has equipped me with skills needed to enter the world of work, and  

empowered me to become an active and responsible citizen. 

6. Development of the project 

The programme was drawn up in conjunction with Korsor Production School to meet the needs 

of the target group involving positive learning opportunities through educational, training and 

cultural experiences and to enhance their independence by providing opportunities for them to 

travel and live away from home. Accompany adult funding was provided to support groups 

according to the individual needs of the participants in this exchange, with an emphasis on 

allowing the participants to be as independent as their special needs permitted. 

As NWRC staff have participated in outward exchanges in two separate flows, the college has 

also hosted over 30 inward exchanges in May 2015 and 2016 and several other training providers 

in their region in curriculum areas beyond those engaged on in the outward mobility. 

During the job shadowing activities VET staff from NWRC participated in at the Robotics 

department of the University of Minoh, Guimaraes – Portugal, they have gained informal 

education pedagogy and developed technical, social and team building skills to enthuse young 

students about STEM related subjects. Staff attended RoboParty -a 3 day event, with 400+ 

students and 100+ teams in March 2015. 

Following this experience, a strategic partnership has been set-up in order to establish the 1st 

RoboParty, outside of Portugal, in the year 2017/18. This allowed a RoboParty to be held at 

NWRC premises using a similar methodology as in Portugal, with attendees from local youth 

teams, regional youth teams and European member states youth teams to and develop their 

youths STEM skills and opportunities. 

NWRC has also run smaller scale events locally and regionally using robo-kits to promote STEM 

awareness to students from the wider Foyle Learning Community of schools and at events such 

as CultureTech 2015. 

7. Reasons to be a successful mobility experience 

● Some of the most important outcomes of the programme can be described as: 

● Enabling both sending and receiving organisations to improve the quality and 

effectiveness of their respective training programmes 
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● Identifying benefits of mobility of VET tutors and students and promoting them in the 

future 

● Benefiting the local industries in both countries as the examples of best practice detailed 

within the vocational training frameworks and the associated training provision 

continues to be disseminated and acted upon. 

 

Case study 3. Training Camp for BDC's Football Academy 

● Call for proposals: Erasmus+ VET learner and staff mobility 

● Coordinating entity: Barking & Dagenham College. Partner: World Player Internacional 

SL, Sevilla, Spain 

● Website: Not available 

1. Disadvantaged area (country, region, city…) 

Barking and Dagenham Borough in North London 

2. Reasons to be considered a disadvantaged area 

Barking and Dagenham is the third most deprived borough in London and one of the most 

deprived out of all 326 local authorities in England. Barking and Dagenham has the highest 

unemployment rate of any London borough, with almost one in ten working-age adults out of 

work. 

3. Target group 

A number of 41 players from BDC's Football Academy aged between 16 - 19 years old, of which 

very few had lived overseas or lived independently (away from their family home), prior to their 

involvement in the project.  Some of the participants had never had the opportunity to travel 

via plane before and were simply thankful for the chance given. 

4. Objective of the project and importance of the mobility 

The main objective of the project was to provide students with the experience of an overseas 

training camp that would add value to their learning process as part of the Football Academy 
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and provide them with an insight into the different approaches to football coaching utilised in 

Spain. 

5. Personal and professional impact 

Some of the participants in the Training Camp cited the ‘technical and professional experience’, 

‘teamworking’, ‘becoming more confident and convinced of their own abilities’ and ‘recognising 

the value of different cultures’ as some of their key areas of development. 

Joel Oliver, a mobility participant from BDC football academy feels  that ‘ it was really good to 

experience a different way of training and learning new techniques. The continental way of 

training is different and we had to adapt to understanding their lifestyle. They even train for a 

couple of hours in the morning on the days that they have games and this is something that 

we’re not used to in England. Learning new techniques and seeing new perspectives on training 

was a huge benefit.’ Joel went on to do a 4 month coaching placement in the US after completing 

his mobility placement, and felt he would not have had the confidence to do this previously. He 

has now gone on to secure a full time coaching role at BDC, which is a great outcome for the 

programme. 

6. Development of the project 

The Training Camp ran over a 24 months period, between January 2015 and December 2016. 

Over this period, BDC Football Academy sent three series of participants to Spain (41 

participants in total) to spend 2 weeks receiving coaching and completing training delivered by 

World Player Internacional. 

Prior to departure, the players received 2 face to face training sessions in the UK and an in-

country orientation when they arrived in Seville. Moreover, they received support throughout 

the mobility to assist with any issues from a BDC football coach, who joined the group as an 

accompanying person for the first week of their Mobility, and from staff of Spanish partner WPI. 

 The project activities included a 2-week training experience in Seville, Spain for BDC Football 

Academy students during which they received a variety of different coaching and training 

methods. 

7. Reasons to be a successful mobility experience 
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Some of the most important outcomes for student participating in the programme can be 

described as: 

● Gaining practical experience of a foreign training programme to enhance the Academy 

students’ playing ability 

● Providing participants with an intercultural experience and personal development that 

will strengthen their position in the labour market and their workplace readiness 

● Developing personal and professional confidence and an understanding of the European 

labour market 

● Positively impacting the player’s development and ultimately having a positive effect in 

terms of increasing the number of Football Academy graduates who go on to secure 

professional playing contracts 

Case study 4.  Innovative Digital European Active Learning 

● Call for proposals: Erasmus+ Key Action 2 Strategic Partnerships for school education 

● Coordinating entity: St Ronan's College 

● Website: https://idealproject14.wixsite.com/ideal 

1. Disadvantaged area (country, region, city…) 

Lurgan, Craigavon Urban Area , Northern Ireland 

 2. Reasons to be considered a disadvantaged area 

The Craigavon Urban Area has high proportions of children living in low income families 

compared to the Northern Ireland average. Urban areas tended to have higher rates of children 

in low income families, than rural areas. 

3. Target group 

Involved in the project were 40 to 50 students and staff from each partner school in Northern 

Ireland (UK), France, Italy, Germany, Greece and Austria. The students selected for the 

programme were aged 15 - 18 years old and coming from socially and economically deprived 

and/or geographically isolated backgrounds. Some of the students participating have special 

educational and physical needs. Staff included teachers, technicians and managers. ICT specialist 
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teachers and technicians brought expertise, support and training and improved all participants’ 

digital and ICT skills. 

4. Objective of the project and importance of the mobility 

The main objectives of the project for students and staff were: 

● Creating ‘Linguistic Skills’ blogs that helped students and staff develop their language 

skills. 

● Carrying out EU Citizenship tasks such as using digital technology and iPads to create 

iMovies about their schools and working on an oral history project that was recorded 

digitally.  Project work also developed the innovative and digital creation of lesson plans 

and resources on a scheme of work about the EU. 

● Eeveloping key digital skills in website creation, blog site creation and using tablets and 

iPads to improve standards of teaching and raise student attainment. 

 5. Personal and professional impact 

 “Taking part in this project was a great opportunity to develop skills such as problem solving 

and new languages and to collaborate with others in Europe.” And also a fantastic opportunity 

to actually meet and learn from counterparts in Europe.” 

6. Development of the project 

While staff participated in teaching and training and activities through job shadowing, students 

took part in a foreign work experience project to boost employability and linguistic skills as well 

as develop a greater sense of European identity. 

Students developed an oral history video project, a comparative study on school systems 

including preparation for working life. Students also worked on a collaborative European 

Citizenship project where they researched the development of EU integration in their region, 

designed a scheme of work on learning and teaching about the EU and designed and carried out 

their own pressure group campaign as active EU citizens. Some students and staff also created 

their own video blog on social media about learning a new language. One of the final tasks was 

the setting up of mini enterprises among the students of the six partner schools. Other 

important aspects of our project included work placements for the students during the short-
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term mobilities, job-shadowing and job sharing for the teachers during these short term 

mobilities and – last but not least – long term mobilities for both teachers and students 

7. Reasons to be a successful mobility experience 

● Students and staff have become more empowered and active European Citizens 

● Students and staff developed personal relationships with the participants from the 

other partner schools 

● The research and evaluation findings of the project were shared with 8 MEPs during a 

conference in the European Parliament for the promotion and endorsement the project 

resources and digital materials. 

 

Case study 5. Eurostronomia 

● Call for proposals: Erasmus+, Strategic Partnerships for Schools Only 

● Coordinating entity (and if applicable, partners): Wellington School 

● Website 

 

1. Disadvantaged area (country, region, city…) 

Ayr, Scotland UK 

 2. Reasons to be considered a disadvantaged area 

Ayr is one of the most deprived areas in Scotland and the level of deprivation has got worse over 

the last four years. According to the Scottish Index of Multiple Deprivation (SIMD), the area went 

from being the 64th most deprived area in 2016 to Scotland's 22nd most deprived in 2020. 

Moreover, Eurostronomia involved young people from a diverse range of socio-economic 

groups, including migrants, and this added value to the project. The project partners had also 

chosen to co-fund the project, giving the opportunity to travel abroad to as many pupils as 

possible. 

3. Target group 
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Students and staff from nine schools from nine countries (Bulgaria, France, Germany, 

Macedonia, Portugal, Romania, Slovenia and the United Kingdom – and India as guest partners) 

took part in this project. Overall, approximately 8000 young people were exposed to the 

Erasmus experience through activities held in schools. They belonged to a wide age range (3-18 

years old) and participated in multi-age and multi-stage activities, being encouraged to mix with 

each other. 

4. Objective of the project and importance of the mobility 

The main objectives of our project were: 

● Increasing pupils’ knowledge of astronomy and understanding of how astrophysics has 

shaped our world, solar system, galaxy and universe. 

● Improving pupils’ understanding and application of key skills, linking many academic 

areas with science at its core, inciting their curiosity about the universe. 

● Developing a range of materials and expertise to share with colleagues across Europe 

and beyond. 

5. Personal and professional impact 

"Erasmus+ was a very eye-opening experience, seeing people from many different countries 

coming together as good friends rather than strangers," "I participated in the Mars Rover activity 

and it was really fun." said one of the students taking part in the programme. 

Another participating student said: "I made lots of friends from different countries during the 

week. It is really amazing to be able to make friends with people from different cultures and 

backgrounds."   

6. Development of the project 

The project supported the short-term exchanges of groups of pupils within partner countries. 

During visits, they were able to take part in a range of workshops and exciting activities, including 

building star wheels to understand tides by surfing them; designing games to address topics like 

the evolution of the universe and the interconnections between astronomy and music.   

The project used a holistic approach to ensure the activities suited all age groups, stages and 

pupils’ learning needs. More advanced students participated in high level activities in astronomy 
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and astrophysics to prepare them for the entrance process to prospective universities. The 

youngest students participated in activities such as learning to use telescopes and star gazing. 

Furthermore, a group of severely autistic children were involved in the project by participating 

in art therapy. 

In addition, teachers from the departments of Music, Art, Maths, Literature, Geography, History 

and Language also included learning and teaching activities on the theme of astronomy in their 

programmes. 

7. Reasons to be a successful mobility experience 

● The various activities and mobility’s provided pupils with opportunities to work together 

on high-quality tasks which improved their scientific knowledge 

● Pupils’ team-working skills, their communication competence also improved while they 

enjoyed the process and made new friends 

● Pupils learned to be more open to different lifestyles, customs and cultures, that are not 

necessarily better or worse, through the exposure they had during their mobility’s. 

 

 

 


